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ABSTRACT 

Alberta Clippers are extratropical cyclones that form in the lee of the Canadian Rocky 

Mountains and traverse through the Great Plains and Midwest regions of the United States.  With 

the imminent threat of global climate change and its effects on regional teleconnection patterns 

like El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), properties of Alberta Clipper could be altered as a 

result of changing atmospheric circulation patterns.  Since the Great Plains and Midwest regions 

both support a large portion of the national population and agricultural activity, the effects of 

global climate change on Alberta Clippers could affect these areas in a variety of ways.  Despite 

this reasoning, relatively few studies have addressed Alberta Clippers, especially in comparison 

to the other North American storm tracks. 

In this study, the effects of global climate change on Alberta Clippers are examined by 

using atmospheric analogues chosen from 1950-2012 based on temperature and ENSO 

characteristics. Composite maps of regional MSLP at 12-hr intervals, 300mb vector wind and 

geopotential height at the time of cyclogenesis, and 850mb temperature and geopotential height 

patterns 36 hours after Clipper formation are constructed.  Difference maps of 300mb 

geopotential height patterns between each of the analogues are also constructed.  One-way 

ANOVA tests are also used to analyze Alberta Clipper latitude and longitude values at t=0, 

Clipper trajectory azimuths from t=0 to t=60, central MSLP values for these storms twelve hours 

after formation, and MSLP pressure gradients at t=24.   
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The results from these tests indicate that, of the four analogues, the Cold and El Niño 

years are the most dissimilar, maintaining statistically significant differences in upper-level wind 

magnitude and starting longitude values.  MSLP at t=12 is lower in the Cold storms than the El 

Niño storms, but statistical significance between these values is not quite achieved.    

Furthermore, geopotential height differences and their associated rate of change with respect to 

map distance indicate that the 300mb geopotential height patterns of the El Niño and Cold 

analogues are quite different from one another.  The La Niña and Warm analogue years are 

different from one another with respect to latitude and longitude values of Alberta Clippers at 

cyclogenesis. Based on these results, the effects of temperature increase alone will not influence 

the properties of Alberta Clippers as much as changes in ENSO that could be caused by global 

climate change. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 Extratropical cyclonic storms are a principle atmospheric mechanism of energy and 

moisture transport in the midlatitudes.  These low pressure, large-scale (synoptic) storms, form 

mostly as a result of disturbances within the baroclinic zone of the polar front (Levinson and 

Bromirski, 2007).  Despite the way in which atmospheric conditions change with time, there are 

main source regions where cyclones preferentially form due to suitable conditions in the northern 

and southern hemispheres.  In North America there are five main source regions (Fig. 1): the 

Gulf of Mexico, the East Coast of the United States, Colorado, Alberta, and to a lesser extent, the 

Great Basin (Whittaker and Horn, 1981).  The dominance of both the Alberta and Colorado 

source regions results from the process of lee cyclogenesis, a process whereby cyclones form 

downwind of elevated topographical features (i.e., mountains).  Both of these source regions are 

located on the eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains.   
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Figure 1. North American Extratropical Cyclone Source Regions. Delineated by labeled 

boxes, region identifications are as follows: (A) is Alberta, (B) is the Great Basin 

(Intermountain West) region, (C) represents Colorado, (E) is East Coast, (G) is the Gulf 

of Mexico, and (N) is the minor source region of the Northwest Territories (Whittaker 

and Horn, 1981). 

 

Alberta-sourced cyclones, also known as Alberta Clippers, traverse the northern reaches 

of the Great Plains and Midwest of the United States while traveling on a west-northwesterly 

trajectory (Thomas and Martin, 2007).  Because both the Great Plains and the Midwest support a 

large portion of the United State’s agricultural activity and hosts many large population centers, 

Alberta Clippers are important to the climatology of these areas.  In addition, Alberta Clippers 

are the main source of severe weather for these regions during the winter months; thirty-eight 

percent of the extratropical cyclones traveling over the Great Lakes Region originate in Alberta 

(Isard et al., 2000).  Despite being able to produce severe weather events, Alberta Clippers are 

normally weaker than other storm tracks across North America (Thomas and Martin, 2007).  

However, as a consequence of global climate change, the strength and trajectory characteristics 
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of the average Alberta Clipper could also change as the average global temperature increases.  

Often referred to as global warming, the prospect of considerable global air temperature increase 

is well-correlated to the increase of carbon dioxide and believed to be caused by many factors.  

The primary cause of this global warming episode results from drastic increase of carbon dioxide 

in the atmosphere due to the combustion of fossil fuels since pre-industrial times (Mahlam, 

1997).   As a result of this warming, many aspects of the Earth System are projected to change, 

including weather patterns.  Although many studies have focused on the relationship between 

Northern Hemisphere storm tracks and how they might be impacted by global climate change 

(Lunkeit et al.,1998; Gulev et al., 2001; Raible et al., 2007; Levinson and Bromirski, 2007), no 

known studies exist that concentrate specifically on the Alberta Clipper in global warming 

scenarios. 

 Of concern to atmospheric scientists is the prospect of change in extratropical cyclones 

caused by global climate change.  In the midlatitudes, warming of the atmosphere could 

potentially lead to reduced lower-level baroclinicity, or changing atmospheric pressure with 

changing location, and subsequent changes in circulation patterns (Lunkeit et al., 1998).  As a 

result, the methods through which energy is transferred in the atmosphere could also change.  

However, different simulations show varying extratropical cyclone frequency forecasts based on 

projected changes in baroclinicity.  For example, when the simulated extratropical cyclone 

activity of the “Little Ice Age” (1640-1715 A.D.) is compared to that of today using a Global 

Climate Model (GCM), storm frequencies in the Atlantic Ocean are shown to increase with 

colder global temperatures due to increased isotach maxima (also known as jet streaks) 

frequency and speed (Raible et al., 2007).  In addition, El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) can 

be affected by changes in global temperature with time.  Defined as being caused by abrupt 
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changes in westerly airflow, ENSO is directly related to global temperature change when the 

latter occurs abruptly, resulting in more frequent El Niño events (Tsonis et al., 2003).  Despite 

the potential importance of climate change on midlatitude storm systems, as well as how 

subsequent changes in ENSO could potentially affect extratropical cyclones, to date researchers 

have only analyzed the characteristics of present-day Alberta Clippers (Hutchinson, 1995; 

Thomas and Martin, 2007).    

 In this study, previous Alberta Clipper storms are analyzed from the winter months of 

four sets of analogue years (colder-than-average (“Cold”), warmer-than-average (“Warm”), 

higher-than-average ENSO rank (“El Niño”), and lower-than-average ENSO rank (“La Niña”) 

divisions) via compositing techniques to determine whether or not the average trajectory, 

intensity, and evolution characteristics of this storm track will change in response to warmer and 

cooler global temperatures.  First, the relevant literature is discussed in detail to provide a 

background on the Alberta Clipper storm.  Second, the methodology utilized in this research is 

described.  Next, the results of the analysis of the Alberta Clipper using compositing techniques 

are depicted.   In the discussion section, the meaning of the results is analyzed so as to make a 

determination about the effects of global climate change on Alberta Clippers.  Finally, closing 

remarks about this study are made in the conclusion.   

 

Research Questions 

 The purpose of this research is to investigate how the strength and trajectory of Alberta 

Clippers could be impacted by global climate change.  Past occurrences of “cold years”, “warm 

years”, “El Niño years”, and “La Niña years” are compared to emulate the possible effects of a 
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warming atmosphere and subsequent changes in atmospheric dynamics associated with Clipper 

formation.   

 Although the many consequences of anthropogenically-induced global climate change 

can affect the Alberta Clipper storm track in different ways, various aspects of how, or even if, 

the storm system will be affected remain uninvestigated.  Specifically, this study examines the 

following questions:  

 Will cold-season (December through February) Alberta Clipper storm trajectories change 

with global climate change? 

 Will measures of Alberta Clipper storm intensity (i.e. central pressure values, pressure 

gradient) change with global warming? 

 How will the evolution of storm-based dynamics change with changing atmospheric 

conditions for Alberta Clippers?   

 Will the average storm observed in warmer global temperatures intensify more rapidly, 

more slowly, or will the rate of Clipper formation remain mostly unchanged? 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

 

Cyclone Climatologies 

The midlatitude regions of both the northern and southern hemispheres are transition 

zones between tropical and polar climates; therefore, the midlatitude cyclones that occur within 

these latitudes serve as energy and moisture transport mechanisms.  Globally, these synoptic-

scale storms last, on average, from 2 to 4 days with a modal lifespan range of 2 to 3 days (Gulev 

et al., 2001).  Also, the distribution of storm frequency is not uniform within the northern and 

southern hemispheres.  In the northern hemisphere, most midlatitude cyclones occur between the 

latitudes of 35° and 40°N, while a secondary maxima exists between 50° and 55°N during the 

summer months (Whittaker and Horn, 1981).  More specific distribution patterns exist for both 

cyclogenesis regions and storm paths due to the lack of spatial uniformity in variables such as 

pressure and temperature patterns, as well as topographical diversity; these regions of higher 

storm frequency are referred to as storm tracks (Chang et al., 2002).  North America has 

numerous cyclogenesis regions and associated storm tracks, with the most active storm tracks 

originating in the Alberta, Colorado, East Coast, and Gulf of Mexico source regions (Figure 1). 

Minor storm tracks of the Intermountain West, the Northwest Territories, the Gulf of Alaska, and 
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the Great Lakes Region contribute slightly less to the climatology of North America (Reitan, 

1974; Zishka and Smith, 1980; Whittaker and Horn, 1981; Gulev et al., 2001).   

 Rossby Waves, short-wave troughs, and jet streak activity are all synoptic- and planetary-

scale atmospheric features that affect cyclone activity.  The strength and locations of such 

features vary with season; therefore, storm track event frequencies also exhibit seasonal patterns.  

Among all of the storm tracks of North America, both major and minor, the winter months 

(December through February) exhibit the highest cyclogenesis frequencies, whereas the summer 

months (June through August) contain the lowest frequency of storm activity (Reitan, 1974; 

Zishka and Smith, 1980; Whittaker and Horn, 1981; Harman, 1991).  Starting in October, the 

Alberta Clipper storm track becomes increasingly active, eventually reaching peak frequency 

from December to February before dissipating in March (Thomas and Martin, 2007).   

 The characteristics of each storm track can be described using many different variables, 

such as trajectory, intensity, or amount of precipitation.  The trajectory, for instance, indicates 

the regions that will most likely be affected by related storm activity.  Despite the general 

westerly circulation pattern observed in the midlatitudes, varying upper-level airflow 

characteristics present at each major North American source region caused by topographical- and 

atmospheric pressure-related anomalies lead to storm tracks with different meridional 

components.  The Alberta Clipper storm track (Fig 2), on average, starts from the lee side of the 

Rocky Mountains in Alberta, Canada and proceeds east southeastward into the northern extent of 

the Great Plains and Midwest regions (Thomas and Martin, 2007).   
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Figure 2. Average Alberta Clipper Trajectory (Thomas and Martin, 2007). 

 

Because both the intensity and amount of precipitation can affect an underlying region, such 

variables are often taken into consideration when analyzing storm intensity.  Of the main storm 

tracks in North America, the Alberta Clipper is the northernmost variety of those that originate 

within the continent.  Alberta Clippers are generally drier than the other storms due to a lack of 

warm, moist air traveling north from the Gulf of Mexico. The intensity of a storm system is also 

evaluated by taking mean sea level pressure (MSLP) into consideration at the surface; the lower 

the pressure value, the more intense the storm is considered to be.  Alberta Clippers are often 

considered “innocuous” as a result of maintaining higher-than-average minimum pressure values 

compared to the other three storm tracks (Thomas and Martin, 2007).  This is not necessarily the 

case.  Although sea level pressure and moisture content are both good indicators of cyclone 

strength, these are not the only factors that can be used to analyze storm robustness.  

Atmospheric pressure patterns are indicative of how air moves both within and around a 
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midlatitude cyclone; therefore the distribution of different pressure values and how quickly these 

change over any specified distance, referred to as the pressure gradient, is also important.  

Despite maintaining weak MSLP values, Alberta Clippers normally have a large pressure 

gradient immediately surrounding the low pressure center, which can lead to blizzard-like 

conditions and drifting of previous snowfall accumulation due to intense winds (Thomas and 

Martin, 2007). 

Individual storm tracks are also different based on the physical processes responsible for 

cyclogenesis.  Compared to the other major and minor North American storm tracks, those 

formed in Alberta and Colorado are unique storms that result from the process of lee 

cyclogenesis.   

 

Lee Cyclogenesis 

 Cyclogenesis, or the process by which a midlatitude cyclone forms, varies depending on 

the source region.  Lee cyclogenesis takes place on the lee side of the mountain range, which is 

to the east of the peaks in the midlatitudes.  Although there are many factors associated with lee 

cyclone formation, cross-barrier flow of upper-level winds roughly perpendicular to the 

mountain range is considered to be one of the most important triggering mechanisms due its role 

in creating large scale ascent and subsequent vorticity increase.  Secondary factors include 

friction resulting from drag, upper-level divergence and subsequent lower-level convergence, the 

presence of an upper-level trough prior to cyclogenesis, and vertical airflow (Newton, 1956).  

Vorticity, or the “local rotation in air flow”, is an important component in the development of 

extratropical low pressure systems (Harman, 1991, p. 8).  More specifically, the concept of 

absolute vorticity (Figure 3) is used to define air rotation, which includes the local spin on a 
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given air parcel related to either air movement or horizontal wind shear (collectively constituting 

relative vorticity, ζ) and the effects of the Earth’s rotation on air parcel spin with respect to 

latitude (the Coriolis parameter, f) (Harman, 1991).   

 
Figure 3. Mid-Tropospheric Wave Pattern. This demonstrates the relationship between 

the Coriolis factor (f) and Relative Vorticity (ζ) in the Northern Hemisphere.  

Collectively, f and ζ constitute absolute vorticity (ζA=ζ+f), and because this is conserved, 

when one component increases, the other must compensate by decreasing (Harman, 

1991).  

 

Many atmospheric features are found to work in conjunction with one another to cause storm 

formation downwind from the mountains in the process of lee cyclogenesis. Because absolute 

vorticity has been shown to be conserved in the middle troposphere and volume-based continuity 

trends are maintained throughout the atmosphere, as an air parcel decreases in thickness while 

ascending the mountain slope, the column radius increases, resulting in divergence aloft (Chung, 

1977).  By Dine’s Compensation, which states that the divergence process happening aloft must 

be opposite of that at the surface, convergence must take place at the surface; in turn, this leads 

to upward vertical motion.  In lee cyclogenesis, as the air rises because of the divergence 

occurring aloft and the column moves to the lee of the mountains, stretching due to the descent 

of the column over the topography is maximized (Newton, 1956).  Because absolute vorticity is 

conserved and relative vorticity due to spin increases with a thickness increase, the airflow 

N 
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begins to turn cyclonically northward to compensate for the decreasing Coriolis parameter of 

absolute vorticity (Figure 3).   

 The presence of an upper-level jet streak in the region of cyclone formation is another 

factor that catalyzes lee cyclogenesis.  Vorticity advection, or the horizontal transport of vorticity 

characteristics downstream within the local atmospheric wave train, is enhanced due to wind 

shear in a jet streak (Carlson, 1991).  In the case of positive vorticity advection (PVA), airflow 

moves from a region of larger vorticity to an area of lower vorticity downstream.  Coupled with 

the vorticity provided by the spin of the air parcel, the northeast quadrant of the jet streak (left 

exit quadrant; Figure 4) provides additional PVA and subsequent upper-level divergence due to 

wind shear within the streak itself.  This provides an extra mechanism for uplift and cyclone 

formation (Figure 5).   

 
 

Figure 4. Jet Streak Quadrant Model.  The right entrant and left exit quadrants (southwest 

and northeast areas of the jet, respectively) are regions of PVA (Harman, 1991). 
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Figure 5. Vorticity Advection and Mid- or Upper-Tropospheric Wave Pattern. This 

shows vorticity advection (PVA and negative vorticity advection, or NVA), along with 

associated upper-level divergence processes (Harman, 1991).   

 

 The “lee wave” theory improves upon the knowledge behind processes involved in lee 

cyclogenesis.  In this theory, the process of lee cyclogenesis is defined by the “…formation of 

the first trough of a standing baroclinic lee wave” (Smith, 1986, p. 1582).  Furthermore, warm air 

advection (the displacement of cold air upstream by warmer air) leads to the rising air 

characteristic of a low pressure center at the surface.  Using a variety of factors, including 

mountain size, shape, and the resulting changes in wind speed, the theory has been further 

developed (Smith, 1986).  The lee trough, a vertical atmospheric feature brought about by the 

thickness expansion of the air column, is shielded from the fast-moving westerly air aloft. As a 

result, it tilts with time until it folds in on itself (Smith, 1986).  Other factors such as blocking 

and ageostrophic mechanisms play a role in the formation of the lee wave.  However, it is 

important to understand that lee cyclones are most likely to form when all of the components 

associated with the lee cyclogenesis take place at the same time.  Ultimately, the orographic 

characteristics, vorticity fields, warm air advection, and upshear tilt of the lee trough constitute 

the mechanisms behind lee cyclogenesis in the lee wave theory. 
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 The traditional cyclone model provided by Bjerknes and Solberg (1922) does not 

encompass all of the properties of a lee cyclone and its formation process; therefore, a basic 

model is now utilized in conjunction with the ideas of column stretching and the lee wave theory 

to demonstrate lee cyclogenesis (Hobbs et al., 1996).  The westerly movement of a transient, 

short-wave trough across the Rocky Mountains initiates the lee cyclogenesis process, forcing the 

air upwind to move more quickly downslope.  The lee trough then forms due to adiabatic 

warming and consequent rising air to the east of the mountains (Hobbs et al., 1996).  However, 

not taken into account in previous models, the low-level jet streak traveling northward interacts 

with the westerly dry air descending over the mountains, creating a dryline-like feature referred 

to as the drytrough that is notably unstable.  Another feature, referred to as the cold front aloft 

(CFA), results from the warming of the air moving downslope in the cold frontal zone; the 

temperature gradient dissipates at the surface but remains aloft.  Eventually, the CFA and 

drytrough combine through occlusion, where the unstable air of the drytrough is forced aloft by 

the CFA, resulting in a band of precipitation (Hobbs et al., 1996).   

 The process of lee cyclogenesis is not localized to any particular mountain chain because 

upper-level westerly airflow is dominant on a planetary scale in the midlatitudes of both the 

northern and southern hemispheres.  Examples of mountain chains that exhibit high-frequency 

source regions of midlatitude cyclones due to lee cyclogenesis include the Andes bordering the 

west coast of South America, the East Asian Mountains along the boundary of Western China, 

and the Rocky Mountains of North America (Chung, 1977).  Of the four main North American 

storm tracks, the Alberta and Colorado source regions are brought about by the process of lee 

cyclogenesis.   
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 Although the theoretical models depicting lee cyclogenesis have become increasingly 

complex over time (Newton, 1956; Chung, 1977; Smith, 1986; Hobbs et al., 1996), these are all 

far from being perfect representations of the process, especially when considering the prospect of 

how input variable measures can be altered by anthropogenic climate change. 

 

Climate Change 

 Global climate change is normally a natural process brought about by variances in 

climate system-based phenomena at varying time scales.  Milankovitch cycles are 

astronomically-based changes in the Earth’s orbit around the Sun, axial tilt, and precession, or 

‘wobbling’, of the Earth on its axis with time.  All of these affect incoming solar radiation 

(insolation) distribution at the Earth’s surface, and all are long-term phenomena; in the case of 

orbital eccentricity, the cycle generally repeats every 100,000 to 400,000 years (NCDC, 2009).  

Other long-term trends result from tectonic processes that take place over millions of years.  

These include the land-sea configuration and how landmasses are distributed with latitude, as 

well as the subsequent changes in wind patterns caused by differences in heating of water and 

terrestrial surfaces.  In the last 800,000 years, atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) concentrations 

and temperature have been shown to naturally oscillate approximately every 100,000 years 

(Shackleton, 2000).   

 Short-term phenomena can also affect the global climate system.  The thermocline, which 

is a sub-surface oceanic feature in the tropics and midlatitudes characterized by a rapid decrease 

in temperature with depth, is often affected by general circulation strength at the surface 

(Garrison, 1999).  Regional teleconnection patterns in the atmosphere generally result from such 

changes in the thermocline, which tend to oscillate between 2 and 5 years (Tsonis et al., 2003; 
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Wang et al., 1999).  Volcanism can also affect regional temperature regimes for a short period of 

time.  As one of the byproducts of a volcanic eruption, ash clouds block incoming solar 

radiation, resulting in temporary cooling (Cole-Dai, 2010).   

Global climate change is now one of the most important concerns in atmospheric 

sciences because of the combined impact of deforestation and the combustion of fossil fuels 

resulting in increased greenhouse gas concentrations.  As fossil fuels are combusted to produce 

energy, carbon dioxide is emitted into the atmosphere.  Because carbon dioxide is a greenhouse 

gas, it helps contain outgoing longwave solar radiation (thermal infrared) and reradiates a portion 

of this energy back to the surface, leading to a positive feedback heating mechanism for the 

Earth’s surface and atmosphere.  In turn, this enhanced surface heating decreases surface albedo 

by causing snow and ice, both of which have high albedo values, to melt, thereby creating a 

positive feedback with increased solar energy absorbed at the Earth’s surface.  According to the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), from 1880 to the present, land-based 

surface temperatures have consistently increased (Fig. 6, IPCC, 2013).   

With a 95 percent certainty that anthropogenic carbon in the atmosphere is contributing 

to global temperature increase, side effects such as rising sea level, changes to the hydrologic 

cycle, and alterations in weather patterns and intensities could result (IPCC, 2013).  Although 

changes in global atmospheric structure have not yet reached threshold levels beyond which the 

climate system achieves a new steady state, certain tipping elements (subsystems affecting the 

entire climate system, as well as other geosphere, or Earth System, processes) could eventually 

reach their tipping points (thresholds of any given subsystem of the Earth System), causing 

abrupt and permanent changes in the global climate system (Lenton et al., 2008).  These tipping 

elements may occur at different spatial scales and could affect different realms of the Earth 
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System through the process of global climate change, and some are closer to being permanently 

changed from current conditions than others (Lenton et al., 2008).   

 

Figure 6. Land-Surface Air Temperature. Each line represents a different dataset (IPCC, 

2013).   

 

One of these tipping elements is the El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) teleconnection 

pattern, which is caused by abrupt changes in equatorial trade wind velocities and affects 

upwelling processes in the equatorial Pacific Ocean (Tsonis et al., 2003).  Upwelling associated 

with ENSO indirectly affects atmospheric temperature patterns, leading to changes in regional 

weather patterns of varying spatial and temporal scales.  ENSO tends to behave more 

independently from the general atmospheric circulation when global temperature change is low; 

however, when temperature increases rapidly over time, the El Niño phase is more prevalent 

(Tsnonis et al., 2003).  How ENSO will interact with other tipping elements in the climate 

system in response to global climate change is unknown.   

 A wide variety of modeling procedures are used to predict the possible outcomes of 

various global warming scenarios.  Atmosphere-ocean general circulation models (AOGCMs) 
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are complex enough to predict the effects of global climate change on both the atmosphere and 

ocean with moderate accuracy (Branković et al., 2009).  Temperature is expected to increase at 

varying rates throughout the entire troposphere based on projections of both greenhouse gas and 

aerosol concentrations in the atmosphere over the next century.  Such model-based analyses will 

be able to reveal some key information about how both climate and weather conditions might be 

altered with change in latitude.  Changes with respect to warming trends will be highest 

poleward of 60°N, leading to drastic modifications of the general circulation pattern in the 

atmosphere as well as changes in vegetation at the surface (Branković et al., 2009).  In theory, 

because warming increases more quickly at the higher latitudes than in the tropics, the 

baroclinicity in the midlatitudes should decrease with time (Lunkeit et al., 1998; Raible et al., 

2007). Data that suggests that zonal wind speeds are modeled to increase in a globally warmed 

climate, such as Brankovic et al. (2009), are considered to result from errors associated with 

model uncertainty.  Circulation patterns, particularly jet streaks, are important to the formation of 

midlatitude cyclones, and thus modifications in baroclinicity could ultimately lead to changes in 

extratropical storm systems.   

Because midlatitude cyclones affect a large percentage of the global population, the 

impacts of global climate change on midlatitude storm tracks have been analyzed through 

modeling processes for various North American source regions.  Sometimes anomalous 

conditions from the past can be replicated in a modeling environment compared to present 

conditions to see how storms change with different climatic conditions (Raible et al., 2007).  The 

Little Ice Age, characterized by colder-than-average conditions, is modeled using an AOGCM 

referred to as the Climate Community System Model (CCSM) and compared to 152 model years 

of perpetually-forced conditions stemming from 1990; the atmospheric regimes represented by 
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the later modeling scenario are thought to be comparable to global warming characteristics of the 

future (Raible et al., 2007).  Raible et al. (2007) analyzed five regions, including cyclogenesis 

regions in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, as well as northern, central, and southern Europe.  

Not only do storm tracks shift northward from the Little Ice Age to present atmospheric 

conditions but the frequencies recorded in each region decrease due to the decreasing 

baroclinicity present in the warmer climate (Raible et al., 2007).  This lack of baroclinicity also 

leads to weaker storms than those modeled to have taken place during the Little Ice Age. 

  

Analogues 

For forecasting processes in both meteorological and climatological applications, data 

from past events of similar conditions are often used to simulate possible future outcomes.  One 

such method that uses past conditions to forecast future events involves the use of analogues, 

which have been used for meteorological forecasting and atmospheric analyses for 

approximately eighty years (Gutzler and Shukla, 1984).  Analogues are simply atmospheric 

conditions from different time periods that resemble one another closely through variable 

measurement (Lorenz, 1969).  Depending on the time scale being studied, analogues can range 

from specific days maintaining certain meteorological conditions to yearly climatic conditions.  

The purpose of using analogues is to analyze past events with similar underlying conditions as 

those forecasted, to gain a better understanding of the consequences of such conditions in the 

future (Drosdowsky, 1994).  Like other forecasting methods, however, analogue-based 

predictions do have some uncertainty due to the inherent complexity of atmospheric processes. 

The only way to somewhat successfully determine the uncertainty of any atmospheric-based 

output is to use the data associated with previous climatological or meteorological conditions 
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(Lorenz, 1969).  Despite the benefits of using analogues to predict future meteorological or 

climatological states of the atmosphere, careful selection of analogues is necessary.  Because of 

the complexity of atmospheric circulation patterns and how these change over time, finding 

analogues that closely resemble specified conditions can be quite difficult.  The analogues 

chosen must have the similarity needed for a meaningful comparison; otherwise, the results of 

comparing the two atmospheric states will be useless (Drosdowsky, 1994).   

 For more robust statistical analyses, it is beneficial to have a larger sample size (in this 

case, more years in each of the four analogues) to apply different statistical methods.  This 

allows for a larger distribution of data values, and consequently can increase the statistical 

confidence level of the atmospheric simulation (van den Dool, 1989; Drosdowsky, 1994).  

Analogues are also useful when comparing atmospheric conditions for spatial relationships.  

With respect to meteorological forecasting, analogue forecasting is quite useful in the analysis of 

a gridded dataset through the means of adjacent grid comparisons (van den Dool, 1989).  

Because many types of storm systems are quite large, such as extratropical systems, the ability to 

use analogues over a given area is a necessity.  In addition, Drosdowsky (1994) indicates in an 

analysis of forecasting procedures for the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) that analogues can be 

advantageous when used in nonlinear prediction schemes.  The strength of using analogues to 

simulate future conditions comes from the use of previously recorded conditions rather than the 

use of hypothetical scenarios.   

In the case of this study, the analogue years serve to separate Alberta Clipper events 

based on temperature and ENSO conditions.  For North American, changes in both temperature 

and ENSO are potentially important factors associated with the effects of global climate change 

on atmospheric phenomena such as Alberta Clippers.  Although these analogue divisions will not 
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predict future conditions, the statistics resulting from this analysis will provide insight into some 

of the changes Alberta Clippers could undergo, relative to the conditions observed today.  Since 

Clippers are important to the north-central area of the United States, changes in these storms 

could provide insight into how the regional climatology could change, as well as the associated 

anthropogenic activities.     
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CHAPTER 3 

 

METHODS 

 

Because Alberta Clippers are extratropical storm systems that strongly affect the climate 

of the Great Plains and Midwest regions of the United States, predicting the ways through which 

global climate change can alter atmospheric conditions in these regions will be helpful to disaster 

management and the agricultural sector.  The effects of potential climate change and ENSO on 

Alberta Clippers throughout the winter months are studied based on the utilization of cold, warm, 

La Niña, and El Niño analogue years as a means to analyze how the average intensity, trajectory, 

and evolution of storm-based dynamics could change from conditions currently observed. 

 

Cyclone Selection 

 This study analyzes past Alberta Clipper events recorded in the winter months (December 

through February) for a total of forty winter seasons to observe trends in intensity, trajectory, and 

storm dynamics, and how these could potentially change in warmer climatic scenarios, and how 

changes in ENSO due to global warming could affect this trend.  Geographically, in order to be 

considered an Alberta Clipper in this research, cyclogenesis must occur in the Alberta region.  

However, because the data source does not show the political boundaries of Canadian provinces, 

the storms are not required to form within the boundaries of Alberta.  Because not all low 
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pressure centers form into cyclonic events, in order to be considered an Alberta Clipper at least 

one closed isobar (4mb increments) must be maintained for a minimum of twenty-four hours.   

 

Source of Alberta Clipper Data 

 Data from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Center for 

Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis dataset is used in this study (Kalnay et al., 

1996).  The data provided are recorded at six hour intervals over a gridded dataset with 2.5°×2.5° 

latitude-longitude spacing and 28 sigma levels (vertical atmospheric pressure planes) for the 

months of November through February (Kalnay et al., 1996).  Although the surficial spatial 

resolution of the dataset might seem somewhat coarse, it suffices in the determination of the 

location of the storm center at any given time step because a normal Alberta Clipper low 

pressure center is approximately 15° in diameter (Thomas and Martin, 2007).  The variables 

analyzed include: mean sea level pressure; 300mb meridional and zonal wind components; 

globally-averaged surface temperatures for warm and cold analogues; 850 and 300mb 

geopotential height values; temperature values at 850mb; surface level pressure gradient 

measures at twelve hours after cyclogenesis; and spatial distribution of cyclone centers as 

determined using simple geometric techniques over the lifespan of the storm.   

 

Analogue Years 

 To simulate changes in Alberta Clippers that could potentially take place under a future 

global climate warming scenario, a total of four subsets of storm data are compiled for this 

analysis. Two of these sets, cold storms and warm storms, are meant to demonstrate the effects 

of global climate change without significant input from ENSO in colder-than-average and 
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warmer-than-average global temperature years.  ENSO can potentially affect storm conditions 

(Wolter and Timlin, 2011); therefore, the other two subsets, La Niña and El Niño storms, are 

meant to simulate the possible effects of ENSO on Alberta Clippers.  The purpose of analogue 

years is to represent future atmospheric conditions based on those of the past.  The utilization of 

this concept in atmospheric sciences is justified by the assumption that dynamical conditions of 

the past will also be present in similar environments in the future (Drosdowsky, 1994).  In order 

to create a sample size that will allow for normally distributed data, ten cold seasons (December 

through February) are represented in each analogue dataset.  Because of the changes that have 

taken place in data acquisition processes and the temporal and spatial resolutions of the 

meteorological information, only data from 1950 to 2012 are considered for the determination of 

cold, warm, La Niña, and El Niño analogue years.  These are chosen based on monthly degree 

departures from the mean surface temperature on the global scale for any given year and the 

Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI) as provided by the National Climate Data Center (NCDC) 

(NCDC, 2012).    

In order to choose warm and cold storms with minimal ENSO influence, as well as to 

figure out the best years for the La Niña and El Niño analogues, the MEI is analyzed from 1950 

through 2000 to determine whether or not anomalously warm or cold years are influenced by 

ENSO.  The MEI is a unique ENSO index in that it considers six different variables when 

determining the strength of the El Niño or La Niña phase (Wolter and Timlin, 2011).  Using MEI 

bimonthly values for the chosen years, each value is standardized using consecutive integer 

values such that the highest ranking is representative of the strongest El Niño conditions and the 

lowest of the strongest La Niña state (NOAA, 2013).  The mean rank for each cold season can 

thus be calculated, allowing for the determination of the ENSO phase for each year and its 
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strength.  Because anomalously strong phases could influence the results of Alberta Clipper 

characteristics throughout the composite lifespan, all of the winter seasons that are at least one 

standard deviation above or below the mean ranking for all years combined, a total of twenty-

two winter seasons, are excluded from consideration for cold and warm storm analogues for this 

study.  Consequently, these years with anomalously large (small) calculated MEI season values 

are considered for inclusion in the El Niño (La Niña) analogues.  

 

Statistical Analysis Methods 

To determine how Alberta Clippers could be affected by global climate change, 

compositing techniques are used to analyze intensity and trajectory characteristics of the cold, 

warm, La Niña, and El Niño storms.  The compositing method is used in this study because of its 

effectiveness to reduce the data into average conditions that are spatially related across the study 

area, thereby allowing for easier interpretation of different trends in both analogue scenarios 

(Figure 7) (Bierly and Winkler, 2001).   
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Figure 7. Compositing Example.  In this case, A shows the individual trajectories of a set 

of Alberta Clippers.  B shows the composited result, which is the average trajectory of 

the Alberta Clipper based on this set of data (Thomas and Martin, 2007). 

 

A 

B 
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Once the composited results from all analogue subsets are derived, a preliminary visual analysis 

MSLP, 300mb geopotential heights at t=0 (the variable t represents time after cyclogenesis), and 

location at any time step throughout the life of the composited storm can be compared to that of 

the other analogue set.   

In order to numerically represent differences between the average conditions of cold, 

warm, La Niña, and El Niño storms, a one-way ANOVA (Analysis of Variation) is used to 

determine whether the parameter in question is actually statistically different for all analogue 

groups.  One-way ANOVA is a comparison analysis of the variances of multiple (more than two) 

independent samples to determine whether or not there is a “significant difference” between their 

values, thus suggesting that the samples are from different populations (Chapman and Monroe, 

2000).  Based on the premise that the samples being analyzed are normally distributed, the one-

way ANOVA test is used to test for statistical significance, which will determine whether the 

value calculated in one-way ANOVA for any given parameter is large enough to suggest at least 

one of the four analogues belong to different populations (Chapman and Monroe, 2000).  

Specific to each variable, the methods of analysis are discussed in the sections that follow.   

 

Measurement of Alberta Clipper Trajectories 

Baroclinicity is an essential component for midlatitude cyclone formation, and changes in 

midlatitude baroclinicity resulting from global climate change may lead to shifts in storm tracks.  

As many model simulations have already indicated, baroclinicity could weaken where current 

storm track trajectories are now found and ultimately cause a generalized northward shift of 

extratropical cyclone activity (Lunkeit et al., 1998; Raible et al., 2007).  In this study, the 

composited trajectories of cold, warm, La Niña, and El Niño storms are represented for 
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visualization purposes in a composite map showing the locations of the low pressure centers 

from cyclogenesis to sixty hours after formation in increments of twelve hours.  However, this 

method does not provide a definitive means for quantifying trajectory.  Therefore, for 

quantification purposes, the trajectory for each cyclone event is found by calculating the total 

displacement from t=0 to t=60 based on the associated latitude and longitude values.  Because of 

the potential shift of the baroclinic zone to higher latitudes, starting latitude positions for each 

Alberta Clipper are analyzed using a one-way ANOVA to determine whether this measure is 

different amongst the analogues.  Furthermore, changes in upper-geopotential height and wind 

patterns could lead to associated alterations in vorticity patterns, thus potentially affecting how 

longitude start position can vary with respect to analogue designation.  Therefore, the individual 

starting longitudinal positions are also tested based on analogue designation to address 

meridional changes in Clipper start position with global climate change.  The displacement found 

from the starting and ending Alberta Clipper positions is represented via a two-dimensional 

vector, 〈u,v〉, where u is the total zonal displacement and v is the total meridional displacement 

of the Alberta Clipper from t=0 to t=60.  From the displacement vector, the trajectory azimuth is 

calculated using basic trigonometric principles.  Using the azimuths for each Clipper, the 

existence of different variances between these subsets is determined by using one-way ANOVA, 

thus determining whether or not the differences are statistically significant. 

 

Measurement of Alberta Clipper Intensity 

 Changing Alberta Clipper intensity can potentially affect a large portion of the 

agricultural sector in the United States; therefore, the average intensity change of Alberta 

Clippers in a warmer global-scale atmosphere and how this is affected by ENSO will be assessed 
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via averaged measurements of MSLP twelve hours after cyclogenesis for cold, warm, La Niña, 

and El Niño storms.  Twelve hours after cyclogenesis is optimal in the case of Alberta Clippers 

because this is the point in the typical Clipper life cycle when lowest MSLP is recorded (Thomas 

and Martin, 2007).  After the average MSLP value is determined, a one-way ANOVA test on all 

of the analogues is conducted for the purpose of determining whether the different storm types 

vary in a statistically significant manner.  If this is the case, the ANOVA results can be used to 

determine which of the analogues are different from the others through post-hoc testing. 

 

Measurement of Alberta Clipper Dynamics 

Finally, key measurements representative of the atmospheric dynamics that contribute to 

the Alberta Clipper life cycle are analyzed to determine how global climate change could affect 

these storms.  As previously discussed, PVA is an important factor in the formation of any 

extratropical cyclone because it ultimately leads to convergence and rising air at the surface.  

This phenomenon occurs downstream of an upper-level trough or in the right entrance and left 

exit quadrants of a jet streak, so analyzing the 300mb geopotential height patterns and vector 

winds is useful to determine where areas of PVA are most likely to be found in the average 

conditions associated with cold, El Niño, La Niña, and warm storms.  Additionally, because 

wind speed is directly correlated to the magnitude of the geopotential height gradient, 

baroclinicity can be inferred based on the averaged wind speeds in both analogue subsets.  For 

all storm classifications, the 300mb geopotential height patterns are composited to find the 

overall pattern at the time of cyclogenesis.  In order to determine whether or not there are any 

changes upper-level geopotential height distribution in a global warming simulation, a suite of 

difference maps are constructed between two of the four analogues (warm versus cold; war 
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versus La Niña; warm versus El Niño; cold versus La Niña; cold versus El Niño; and La Niña 

versus El Niño) to find the areas of highest variation.   With respect to wind patterns aloft, the 

zonal and meridional components of the wind vector are measured at t=0 for each storm event; 

using the Pythagorean Theorem, the wind speed and wind direction are calculated.  These are 

then composited for the cold, warm, La Niña, and El Niño storms; the variances for each set will 

be compared to each other through the one-way ANOVA test to determine if any one set is 

statistically significantly different from the others. 

The pressure gradient surrounding the storm center at the surface, which is one of the 

more defining characteristics of the Alberta Clippers, is analyzed as an indicator of surface 

baroclinicity (Thomas and Martin, 2007).  Using a geographic information system (GIS), the 

average pressure gradient measured outward five hundred miles from the storm center is 

measured and recorded as a means of intensity classification at t=24 for cold, warm, La Niña, 

and El Niño storms (Bierly, 1995).  Once the individual pressure gradients of like analogue 

subset are determined, a one-way ANOVA analysis is performed at t=24 to determine if the 

variances of all storm type pressure gradients are statistically significant.   

Temperature advection is an important component of midlatitude cyclones because it is 

the process responsible for transporting warmer air poleward in the midlatitudes.  In general, 

temperature advection is measured at the 850mb level; this is done in a descriptive manner 

through the use of the Solenoid Method (Carlson, 1991).  The idea behind this method is, given a 

set of geopotential height isolines and isotherms at the same atmospheric level, the intersections 

of these lines create quadrilaterals that are inversely correlated to the relative strength of the 

temperature advection (Carlson, 1991).  In addition, because the airflow generally flows parallel 

to the geopotential height isolines, the strength of advection increases as the geopotential height 
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isolines and isotherms become increasingly perpendicular to each other.  Because temperature 

advection is delayed after cyclogenesis until about twenty-four hours because of the presence of 

the Rocky Mountains, the temperature advection patterns for cold, warm, La Niña, and El Niño 

storms are analyzed at t=36 by using both 850mb geopotential height and temperature 

measurements at that time (Thomas and Martin, 2007).  To assess the temperature advection 

patterns of both analogue sets, the 850mb geopotential height and temperature measurements are 

first composited for each storm type to find the spatially averaged temperature advection values.  

Then the temperature composite is superimposed on the geopotential height separately for all 

analogue sets to determine the relative magnitude of temperature advection differs in each 

scenario for Alberta Clippers. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Introduction 

 The purpose of this research was to determine how different aspects of Alberta Clippers 

could change with the onset of increased global temperature and regional modifications of 

ENSO, both of which could be altered by global warming.  This was accomplished through the 

use of atmospheric analogues as a means of categorizing past storm events into groupings that 

represent the global and regional cooler conditions currently experienced, as well as the 

associated warmer future conditions.  The results depicted in this chapter are ordered as follows: 

first, the cold seasons chosen for each analogue and the temperature deviation and MEI index 

measures used to justify their placement into their respective analogues are displayed.  The 

composite, or average, maps of MSLP are then discussed in the following section.  Alberta 

Clipper trajectory findings, as represented through both maps and statistics, are shown in the next 

section.  The ANOVA results of the intensity characteristics of the Alberta Clippers, as 

demonstrated by MSLP values at t=12, are then shown.  The dynamic-based characteristics of 

the Alberta Clippers are depicted in the remaining sections, starting with the 300mb geopotential 

height characteristics for each analogue at t=0 and how these vary between the analogues.  

Upper-level (300mb) wind magnitude and azimuth statistical results at t=0 are displayed in the 
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following section.  Statistical results pertaining to the pressure gradient measures at t=24 are 

discussed, followed by the qualitative assessment of temperature advection at t=36 based on the 

associated maps consisting of 850mb geopotential height (m) and temperature (K) isolines. 

 

Cold Seasons and Analogues 

As previously mentioned, atmospheric analogues were used to compare how the various 

aspects of Alberta Clippers that were examined in this study could differ in a global climate 

change scenario.  Because the purpose of atmospheric analogues is to separate events of like 

conditions for the purpose of simulating hypothetical atmospheric conditions, the determination 

of which years belonged to each analogue was defined by the average temperature deviation 

(October through March) from the average global temperature from 1900-1999, as well as how 

average MEI ranks compared to one another (Drosdowsky, 1994).  The months of October 

through March were used for analogue year determination to not only create an adequate sample 

size but also to be more representative of global and regional-based atmospheric patterns.  Once 

the analogue years were determined, the months of December through February were used to 

find Clipper events since this particular subset is typically indicative of winter conditions in the 

Northern Hemisphere, as well as the most established atmospheric wave patterns.   

In the case of the temperature deviations, the average results for each year are shown in 

Figure 8.  Temperature deviations for each time span were determined by adding each of the 

recorded monthly temperature deviations and dividing by six, which was the number of months 

used (NCDC, 2012).  In this graph, the x-axis represents the average global temperature for the 

Twentieth Century; if the average temperature deviation for a given year was negative, then that 

particular cold season was cooler than average and eligible to be part of the Cold Years analogue 
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subset.  Conversely, positive average temperature deviations represented warmer-than-average 

cold seasons and were considered to be potential Warm Years.   

Because global climate change can potentially affect ENSO, analogue years with average 

MEI rankings (Fig. 9) more than one standard deviation higher or lower than the mean were 

classified as El Niño or La Niña Years, respectively.   

 
Figure 8. Average Global Temperature Deviation.  
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Figure 9. Average Cold Season MEI Rankings. The “Average” value was considered to 

exhibit neutral ENSO conditions.   All rankings below “Sigma(-)” were candidates for the 

La Niña analogue, and all rankings above “Sigma(+)” represented potential El Niño 

years. 
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Although some years may have been eligible for a given analogue, only those with the 

temperature and MEI values most representative of their respective analogue were chosen to 

create as much differentiation between the temperature or MEI attributes of each analogue.  The 

cold seasons chosen for each analogue are shown in Table 1.  

 

Table 1 

Cold Seasons in each Analogue 

 Cold El Niño La Niña Warm 

1 1952-53 1957-58 1950-51 1980-81 

2 1953-54 1965-66 1955-56 1989-90 

3 1956-57 1972-73 1970-71 1990-91 

4 1959-60 1982-83 1973-74 2001-02 

5 1964-65 1986-87 1975-76 2003-04 

6 1966-67 1987-88 1988-89 2004-05 

7 1968-69 1991-92 1998-99 2005-06 

8 1971-72 1994-95 1999-00 2006-07 

9 1976-77 1997-98 2007-08 2008-09 

10 1984-85 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 

 

Based on these years, Alberta Clipper events were found using the criteria set forth in 

Chapter 3.  A total of 554 individual Clippers were identified using the MSLP data provided by 

NCEP/NCAR.  Of these, 146 (26.3%) were Cold analogue storms, 133 (24.0%) belonged to the 

El Niño analogue, 120 (21.7%) were La Niña analogue events, and 155 (28.0%) were found in 

the Warm analogue years.  Appendix 1 contains a complete listing of the dates and times of 

cyclogenesis for each individual Alberta Clipper. 
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Composite MSLP Patterns 

 In order to illustrate the average Alberta Clipper trajectory in twelve-hour increments, a 

suite of composite maps depicting MSLP (Pascals, Pa) patterns and Alberta Clipper storm 

centers for each analogue was created in ArcMap 10.1 (Figures 10 through 32)(ESRI, 2011).   

 
Figure 10. Cold MSLP Composite at t=0. 
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Figure 11. Cold MSLP Composite at t=12. 
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Figure 12. Cold MSLP Composite at t=24. 
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Figure 13. Cold MSLP Composite at t=36. 
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Figure 14. Cold MSLP Composite at t=48. 
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Figure 15. Cold MSLP Composite at t=60. 

 

 The cold analogue composite Alberta Clipper (Fig. 10-15) formed in eastern Alberta.  At 

this time, its lowest MSLP value, found within the inner-most closed isobar, ranged from 

100,000 to 100,400 Pa.  Twelve hours after formation, the composite storm weakened slightly, 

maintaining a MSLP pressure range of 100,400 to 100,800 Pa.  The composite Clipper storm 

center maintained at least one closed isobar until t=24; from this point in time up through t=60, 

the storm system remained open, being evidenced as a low “lobe”. It also maintained a constant 
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MSLP ranging from 100,800 to 101,200 Pa.  Interestingly, starting at t=24, as the composite 

Alberta Clipper trekked eastward, a new lobe of lower pressure extending off of the low over the 

Gulf of Alaska started to move over the lee of the Rocky Mountains in Alberta; although a new 

Clipper had not yet been formed at t=60, this composite phenomenon suggested that new lobes 

of low pressure generally started to extend eastward over the Rocky Mountains shortly after the 

formation of an existing Alberta Clipper in the Cold Analogue. 

 
Figure 16. El Niño MSLP Composite at t=0.  
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Figure 17. El Niño MSLP Composite at t=12. 
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Figure 18. El Niño MSLP Composite at t=24. 
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Figure 19. El Niño MSLP Composite at t=36. 
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Figure 20. El Niño MSLP Composite at t=48. 
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Figure 21. El Niño MSLP Composite at t=60. 

 

The El Niño analogue composite Alberta Clipper (Fig. 16-21) also formed on the eastern 

boundary of Alberta and maintained a MSLP reading ranging from 100,000 to 100,400 Pa.  The 

pressure range of the composite storm center either increased or remained the same with time, 

ending at t=60 with a measurement of 101,200 to 101,600 Pa.  The low pressure center 

maintained at least one closed isobar until 48 hours after formation.  Starting at 36 hours after 

cyclogenesis and continuing until t=60, a lobe extending eastward from the low over the Gulf of 
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Alaska began to move into western Alberta, suggesting the possible formation of a new 

composite Clipper.   

 
Figure 22. La Niña MSLP Composite at t=0. 
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Figure 23. La Niña MSLP Composite at t=12. 
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Figure 24. La Niña MSLP Composite at t=24. 
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Figure 25. La Niña MSLP Composite at t=36.  
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Figure 26. La Niña MSLP Composite at t=48. 
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Figure 27. La Niña MSLP Composite at t=60. 

 

 The La Niña analogue composite Alberta Clipper (Fig. 22-27) formed at t=0 in east-

central Alberta, maintaining a central MSLP range of 100,000 to 100,400 Pa.  Pressure also 

increased with time in this suite of maps, ultimately reaching a central value range of 101,600 to 

102,000 at t=60.  With respect to isobar configuration, the composite Alberta Clipper remained 

closed until t=48.  Also, from t=36 through t=60, a lobe forming off of the low to the west of 

British Columbia began to move eastward, reaching west-central Alberta by t=60.  However, 
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unlike these features in the Cold and El Niño analogues, this lobe did not extend as far into 

Alberta as the others by t=60.  Despite this difference, the presence of a new open low pressure 

system was indicative of a new composite Alberta Clipper in the process of formation. 

 
Figure 28. Warm MSLP Composite at t=0. 
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Figure 29. Warm MSLP Composite at t=12. 
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Figure 30. Warm MSLP Composite at t=24. 
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Figure 31. Warm MSLP Composite at t=36. 
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Figure 32. Warm MSLP Composite at t=48. 
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Figure 33. Warm MSLP Composite at t=60. 

 

The Warm analogue composite Alberta Clipper (Fig. 28-33) formed in eastern Alberta at 

t=0 with a central MSLP value ranging from 100,000 to 100,400 Pa.  Central pressure value 

ranges continued to decrease over time; the composite low range was computed as 101,200 to 

101,600 by t=60.  At least one closed isobar remained around the low pressure center until t=24, 

when the low became a southwest-facing trough over western Ontario.  Furthermore, starting at 
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t=36 and continuing through t=60, a lobe extending eastward from the Gulf of Alaska low 

pressure system formed and moved into northwestern Alberta.   

When compared to one another, certain trends arise from the composite MSLP Alberta 

Clippers of each analogue.  First, based on the isobar configurations of the composite MSLP 

maps at t=0, all of the Alberta Clippers started with a central MSLP value between 100,000 and 

100,400 Pa.  This suggests that, despite overarching differences in global temperature and the 

regional impact of ENSO, the trends in upper-level baroclinicity and subsequent shear-based 

vorticity in each composite were similar (Harman, 1991).  Furthermore, composite starting 

locations for each of the Alberta Clippers were also comparable to one another, with the 

westernmost composite being that of the La Niña analogue.   

Based on the trend of increasing MSLP with the progression of exhibited in all of the 

composite maps, the Alberta Clippers had highest intensity measures at the time of cyclogenesis.  

However, the rate at which MSLP increased varied by analogue.  From t=0 to t=36, all of the 

composite storms had equal central MSLP pressure values; those from t=12 to t=36 were as 

follows: the pressure range for t=12 was 100,400-100,800 Pa, and for t=24 and t=36, central 

MSLP values ranged from 100,800-101,200 Pa.  However, unlike the other analogues, the Cold 

composite Alberta Clipper was shown to maintain the 100,800 to 101,200 Pa range up through 

t=60.  For t=48 and t=60, the El Niño and Warm analogue composite Clippers both had a 

pressure range of 101,200 to 101,600 for t=48 and t=60, while the La Niña Alberta Clipper was 

slightly weaker with a central MSLP measurement range of 101,600 to 102,000 Pa.  These 

differences in composite MSLP ranges most likely occurred because of variations in upper-level 

baroclinicity between the analogues during this time span.  In the case of the Cold analogue, the 

lower pressure range exhibited by the composite Alberta Clipper suggests higher baroclinicity 
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aloft, which could have been caused by enhanced wind shear that led to increased PVA (Harman, 

1991).   

Another interesting characteristic exhibited by all of the composited analogues was a lobe 

that formed from a low to the west of British Columbia and extended eastward into Alberta.  For 

the Cold and Warm composites, this lobe first appeared at t=24 and continued to extend further 

into Alberta through t=60.  However, the lobe in the El Niño analogue did not begin to form until 

t=36, and that of the La Niña analogue only began to present itself at t=48. The formation of 

these lobes at different times in the life cycle of the Alberta Clippers was most likely due to local 

upper-level baroclinicity in the region of the low centered in the Gulf of Alaska; the lobes 

forming in the Warm, Cold, and El Niño composites formed earlier, and had lower MSLP 

ranges, than that of the La Niña analogue.  With respect to the ENSO phases, since El Niño is 

characterized by having a trough in the Gulf of Alaska region, curvature-based vorticity values 

are higher during this phase, leading to increased uplift and lower MSLP pressure at the surface 

in comparison to that of La Niña (Renwick and Wallace, 1996; Harman, 1991).   

Although these composite MSLP maps provide the reader with a sense of the average 

conditions and storm center locations for the Alberta Clipper storm at any given twelve-hour 

increment of time in its life cycle, storm trajectories are not readily apparent.   In order to 

delineate the composite trajectories of each analogue, all of the storm centers were plotted on a 

single map and connected with lines on the basis of analogue designation.  The resulting 

composite trajectories are shown in Figure 34.  Of the four analogue composites, the Warm 

composite Alberta Clipper started at the highest latitude.  The position of the La Niña composite 

Clipper center was further south and west than the others at t=0.  In contrast, the El Niño Clipper 

formed further east than the others, positioned over the eastern political border of Alberta.  All of 
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the trajectories moved in an east-southeastward direction over southern Canada, with the El 

Niño, La Niña, and Warm Alberta Clippers ending in south-central Ontario.   

 
Figure 34. Composite Alberta Clipper Trajectories. 

 

The Cold Alberta Clipper trajectory extended further to the east, ending in western Quebec.  In 

the case of all but the Cold Clipper trajectory, the last three time steps exhibited an abrupt 

southward movement (Figure 34).  This was most likely caused by the method used to determine 
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geographical centers when the inner-most isobar was open.  The central portion of the Alberta 

Clipper was an approximation created by extending isobars to connect the open portions of the 

low pressure lobe, forming a closed shape. After this was completed, the associated centroid was 

determined in ArcMap 10.1.  Depending on the user, these open storms may have been drawn 

differently, which would cause different pressure center locations.  The analogue trajectories are 

examined in more detail in the following section. 

 

Alberta Clipper Trajectories 

For each Alberta Clipper storm studied in this research, starting and ending locations of 

the geographically-based storm center were determined using a GIS.  So as to observe trends in 

Clipper trajectories for each analogue, the individual trajectories were illustrated by mapping 

lines between all of the starting and ending points (Fig. 35-38).   

 
Figure 35. Cold Analogue Alberta Clipper Trajectories. 
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Figure 36. El Niño Analogue Alberta Clipper Trajectories. 

 

 
Figure 37. La Niña Analogue Alberta Clipper Trajectories. 
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Figure 38. Warm Analogue Individual Alberta Clipper Trajectories. 

 

Based on these trajectory maps, most of the Alberta Clippers in each analogue trekked in 

a west-northwesterly direction.  Trajectories that moved further to the south or north of the main 

grouping were also present in all of the analogues. However, in the case of the Cold analogue, 

the Alberta Clipper trajectories that extended to the south tended to reach lower latitudes than 

like Clipper events in the other three analogues.  Although the azimuths typically ranged from 0 

to 180°, the Warm analogue contained one case (Case 405 in Appendix 2) that had an azimuth of 

341.07°, moving from north-central Alberta into the Beaufort Sea, just north of the Yukon 

Territories. This was most likely caused by an interruption in the westerly airflow through the 

process of blocking, or the presence of a persistent anticyclone to the east of the Clipper 

(Renwick and Wallace, 1996). 

Along with individual trajectories, the geographic-based means for the cyclogenesis (t=0) 

and cyclolysis (t=60) points were determined for each analogue to map the average trajectories 

(Figure 39).  Like in the composite maps of the previous section, of the analogue-based 
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cyclogenesis locations, the Warm analogue cyclogenesis location was the furthest north.  The La 

Niña trajectory started the further south and west than all of the other analogues, and the location 

of cyclogenesis for the El Niño analogue was east of the others.  All of the trajectories moved in 

an east-southeastward direction, with the southerly component of the Cold analogue shown to be 

larger than that of the others.   

 
Figure 39. Analogue-Based Average Alberta Clipper Trajectories. 

 

To determine whether the trajectories based on analogue designation and defined from 

t=0 to t=60 were statistically different, one-way ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis tests were used, 

with the confidence level defined as 95%. The Kruskal-Wallis test is the non-parametric 

statistical equivalent of one-way ANOVA for data that is not normally distributed (Diez et al., 

2012).  The Shaprio-Wilk test and descriptive statistics were found to assess the normality and 

skewness of the values in each analogue (Diez et al., 2012).  For the purpose of this study, the 
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latitude and longitude measurements at t=0, as well as the azimuths of the trajectories as defined 

from t=0 to t=60, were analyzed.  If the ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis tests returned statistically 

significant p-values of 0.05 or lower, Tukey Honestly Significantly Different (HSD) analyses 

were performed on the ANOVA results.  The purpose of the Tukey HSD test is to compare the 

means of individual categories, which are the analogues, in this case, so as to determine which of 

the group(s) are significantly different from the others (Abdi and Williams, 2010). 

The latitudes of individual Alberta Clippers storm center at cyclogenesis were used to 

infer the geographical position of the baroclinic zone of the midlatitudes for each analogue.  

Because the rate of warming in the higher latitudes would be higher than that of the tropics 

during a global warming scenario, the meridional temperature gradient would weaken, leading to 

a smaller pressure gradient and decreased baroclinicity in the midlatitudes (Lunkeit et al., 1998; 

Raible et al., 2007).  Since Alberta Clippers result from dynamic-based processes in the upper 

reaches of the atmosphere that are associated with baroclinicity, changes in the baroclinic zone 

could affect where the Alberta Clippers form (Harman, 1991).  The descriptive statistics results 

of this analysis are displayed in Table 2, and the associated box-and-whisker diagram is located 

in Appendix 4.   

 

Table 2. 

Descriptive Statistics of Latitude at t=0 

Analogue Shaprio-Wilk  

p-Value 

Mean Median Standard 

Deviation 

Cold 0.001735 55.83 55.40 3.576 

El Niño 0.06263 55.57 55.57 3.203 

La Niña 0.03129 55.20 54.73 3.019 

Warm 0.0138 56.28 56.24 3.209 
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Normality is defined by the Shapiro-Wilk test as having a p-value of greater than 0.05 with a 

95% confidence level; therefore, Cold, La Niña, and Warm analogues were not normally 

distributed (Table 2).  Skewness, which is a property of distributions that describes the associated 

symmetry properties, can be inferred based on mean and median values; if these are very 

different, the data most likely exhibits skewness.  In this case, since the median and mean values 

were very similar for each of the analogues, the skewness property of each distribution was 

relatively low.  One-way ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis tests were both performed because of 

absence of normality in each of the distributions; both had resulting p-values equal to 0.0463, 

indicating statistical significance.  More specifically, the latitudes of at least one analogue were 

significantly different from those of at least one other analogue.  The Tukey HSD test, which was 

used to identify the significant analogue(s) using the one-way ANOVA results, found that the 

difference between the Warm and La Niña analogues (1.086) was statistically significant with a 

p-value equal to 0.033.  Along with the associated composite trajectory map (Figure 39), this 

result indicated that the Warm analogue latitudes were significantly higher than those of the La 

Niña analogue, agreeing with the hypothesized northward shift of baroclinicity in warmer global 

temperature regimes (Raible et al., 2007).  La Niña, which is associated with increased MSLP 

and blocking in the Aleutian region, tends to cause the semi-permanent low pressure center in the 

Gulf of Alaska to shift southward (Renwick and Wallace, 1996).  Consequently, it is not 

surprising that the formation of Alberta Clippers through lee cyclogenesis took place at lower-

than-usual latitudes.  As expected, the latitudes of the Warm analogue at cyclogenesis were 

further north, indicating the possibility of a similar shift in the baroclinic zone.  Because of the 

hypothesized decrease in La Niña episode frequency with global climate change, the Alberta 

Clippers represented in this analogue depict conditions of the past (Lenton et al., 2008).  The 
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associated Alberta Clipper starting latitude characteristics indicate that Clippers will most likely 

form further northward as global temperatures increase.  

 

 

Figure 40. Tukey HSD Results for Latitude at t=0. Warm-La Niña was the statistically 

significant case. 

 

The second geographical dimension, longitude, was found for all of the Alberta Clippers 

to determine how the storm centers compare with regards to analogue designation.  Distribution 

characteristics of longitude values the analogues are shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3. 

Descriptive Statistics of Longitude at t=0 

Analogue Shapiro-Wilk  

p-Value 

Mean Median Standard 

Deviation 

Cold 3.027×10
-11

 -112.10 -111.80 3.955 

El Niño 0.0145 -110.90 -110.80 3.061 

La Niña 2.399×10
-9

 -113.20 -112.60 4.087 

Warm 2.268×10
-7

 -111.60 -111.30 3.047 

 

 Despite the lack of skewness suggested by the mean and median values in each analogue, 

the Shapiro-Wilk p-values all indicated non-normal distributions of longitudes in each analogue 

subset.  Therefore, like in the case of the starting latitudes, both one-way ANOVA and Kruskal-

Wallis tests were used.  With respective p-values of 4.32×10
-6

 and 6.304×10
-7

, the results of both 

of these tests indicated statistically significantly different longitudinal characteristics between the 

analogues.  Based on the subsequent Tukey HSD test, three significant analogue relationships 

were found.  First, when subtracting the Cold analogue ANOVA results from those of the El 

Niño analogue, a significance value of p= 0.024 resulted, along with a difference between 

analogues of 1.207.  With a p-value of 0.000 and difference of -2.292, the La Niña minus El 

Niño relationship was also statistically significant.  Finally, the difference result of 1.622 

between the Warm and La Niña analogues led to a statistically significant p-value of 0.001.  As 

shown in Figure 41, with a p-value of 0.064, the difference between the La Niña and Cold 

analogues did not quite reach the threshold for statistical significance. 
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Figure 41. Tukey HSD Results for Longitude at t=0. Cold-El Niño, La Niña-El Niño, and 

Warm-La Niña were the statistically significant cases. 

 

The final statistical comparison between analogues for the storm trajectories involved 

individual Clipper azimuth values from t=0 to t=60, where the azimuth was measured clockwise 

from 0°, which was due north.   

 

Table 4. 

Descriptive Statistics of Azimuth between t=0 and t=60 

Analogue Shapiro-Wilk  

p-Value 

Mean Median Standard 

Deviation 

Cold 0.03547 85.57 85.97 17.022 

El Niño 1.005×10
-5

 83.87 84.21 17.293 

La Niña 0.4223 83.47 84.23 14.714 

Warm < 2.2×10
-16

 85.75 84.83 26.571 

 

The Shapiro-Wilk test results indicated that all but the La Niña analogue contained non-normal 

distributions.  However, based on the mean and median values of each distribution, skewness 
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was not a large factor.  Both one-way ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis analyses were used; the p-

values found were 0.705 and 0.7635, respectively.  As a result, individual trajectory azimuths 

were not shown to be significantly different from the others in terms of analogue assignment, 

which quantitatively confirms the illustration of average analogue azimuths offered by the 

average trajectory map (Figure 39). 

 

Alberta Clipper MSLP at t=12 

To define Alberta Clipper intensity, MSLP was measured at t=12 for all of the events and 

statistically compared amongst the four analogues (Table 5).  Twelve hours after cyclogenesis 

was chosen as the time index because, for Alberta Clippers, the lowest pressure values are 

typically recorded at this time during the storm’s life span (Thomas and Martin, 2007).  

However, it is important to note that, in the composite MSLP patterns of each analogue, t=0 

actually maintained the lowest pressure characteristics (discussed further in Chapter 5).  

 

Table 5. 

Descriptive Statistics of MSLP at t=12 

Analogue Shapiro-Wilk  

p-Value 

Mean Median Standard 

Deviation 

Cold 0.2169 99865 99965 780.08 

El Niño 0.5928 100099 100050 756.34 

La Niña 0.2731 99971 100000 765.03 

Warm 0.8404 100001 99970 833.32 

 

Because all of the Shapiro-Wilk p-values were greater than 0.05, the MSLP values in each 

analogue were normally distributed.  Furthermore, because the mean and median values were 
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similar to one another in each analogue, transforming the datasets to account for skewness was 

not required, and one-way ANOVA was performed.   

The one-way ANOVA analysis resulted in a p-value of 0.10, which was not statistically 

significant.  However, the Tukey HSD test results (Figure 42) showed that the El Niño and Cold 

analogues, which had a difference of 233.974 and a p-value of 0.064, were very close to being 

significantly different from one another.   

 
Figure 42. Tukey HSD Results by Analogue, MSLP at t=12. El Niño-Cold is the case that 

was close to being statistically significantly different. 

  

Because enhanced upper-level baroclinicity can increase the amount of shear-based 

positive vorticity advection (PVA) aloft and lead to enhanced lower-level convergence, the 

associated MSLP values would be lower (Harman, 1991).  This trend suggests that the Cold 

analogue, which recorded lower mean and median MSLP values than the El Niño analogue, was 

the more baroclinic aloft of the two analogues twelve hours after Alberta Clipper formation.  In 

comparison to the mean MSLP of the Warm analogue, that of the Cold analogue was only 

slightly lower; this contradicted the hypothesis of lower storm intensity as a result of global 
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warming, and also implied that the baroclinicity patterns aloft ultimately responsible for storm 

formation were not significantly different (Raible et al., 2007). 

 

Alberta Clipper 300mb Geopotential Height 

 Geopotential Height patterns of constant pressure surfaces, especially those observed in 

the upper troposphere, are useful in that they imply areas of PVA and ULD, thus illustrating 

locations at the surface where air converges and rises (Harman, 1991).  For this part of the study, 

composite 300mb geopotential height maps that contained data from all of the Alberta Clipper 

events were constructed for each analogue at t=0 (Figure 43).  Geopotential height isolines were 

used in each map to show geopotential height patterns by analogue, as well as how these differed 

between the analogues.  Furthermore, the associated t=0 Alberta Clipper storm center at the 

surface was also plotted in the map to demonstrate how its position compared to the composite 

geopotential height pattern aloft. 

 In the case of the Cold analogue composite map, the surface-based Alberta Clipper 

developed beneath a 300mb geopotential height of 8800 meters and formed in an area of PVA 

located between a low amplitude trough in British Columbia and a ridge in Saskatchewan.  The 

wave pattern was dominantly zonal in the western portion of North America.  The Warm 

analogue composite map illustrated similar trends, with the composite, surface-based Alberta 

Clipper forming between a shallow trough and ridge and maintaining a geopotential height just 

below 8900 meters.  Furthermore, the 300mb wave pattern was mostly zonal.  In comparison to 

the Warm and Cold analogues, the El Niño 300mb geopotential height wave pattern had a more 

distinct meridional component.  As shown in the El Niño map, the composite Alberta Clipper at 

the surface formed in an area of curvature-based PVA at the 300mb level, which, in this case, 
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was between a low amplitude trough and a ridge.  The starting 300mb geopotential height for the 

composite Clipper was just below 8900 meters.  Finally, at the time of cyclogenesis, the 

geopotential height recorded at the location of the La Niña analogue Alberta Clipper was 8800m.  

It formed between a shallow trough and ridge, and the overall 300mb geopotential height pattern 

was mostly zonal. 

There were several interesting commonalities between all of these composite maps.  First, 

the shallow trough that is normally located in the Gulf of Alaska during most of the winter 

months was absent from all of the maps.  This was most likely caused by the process of 

compositing; during this time period, the month of January normally exhibits geopotential height 

rises in the Gulf of Alaska (Harman, 1991).  In this case, since the process of compositing 

averaged all of the geopotential heights within each analogue together, the higher geopotential 

height values from January could offset the presence of this trough in the months of December 

and February.  Furthermore, the trough and ridge combination surrounding the composite 

Alberta Clippers was quite similar in configuration for each analogue.   
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Figure 43. Composite 300mb Geopotential Height (m) at t=0. By analogue. 
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This demonstrated that, despite different regional and global conditions defined by the analogues 

that could affect Alberta Clipper formation, the dominant 300mb geopotential height pattern in 

close proximity to Alberta remained similar between all of the cases.   

 A few differences also existed between the geopotential height patterns of the analogues.  

In the case of the geopotential height values at the point of cyclogenesis, the values for the El 

Niño and Warm analogues were slightly less than 8900 meters, while the same locations in the 

La Niña and Cold analogues were shown to have geopotential height values of 8800 meters.  

This approximate 100 meter difference can be attributed to warmer regional conditions during 

the Warm and El Niño analogue years that caused the air density to decrease, and by the 

hydrostatic relationship, its expansion away from the Earth’s surface (Carlson, 1991).  Unlike the 

other analogues, the geopotential height patterns exhibited in El Niño conditions had a noticeable 

meridional component.  This is characteristic of the El Niño as opposed to La Niña; the trough-

ridge-trough pattern over the North Pacific, the northwestern portions of Canada and the United 

States, and the southeastern United States regions, respectively is typically more pronounced in 

the El Niño phase of ENSO (Coleman and Rogers, 2003; Renwick and Wallace, 1996).  

Although baroclinicity in the region of Clipper cyclogenesis was similar between all of the 

analogues, it appeared to be strongest in the Cold composite and weakest in the El Niño 

composite.  Baroclinicity in the Warm analogue was only slightly lower than that of the Cold 

analogue; although this result did not contradict the hypothesis of decreased baroclinicity in the 

event of global warming, the degree to which the change in baroclinicity varied between the 

analogues was not as high as expected (Raible et al., 2007). 

In order to explicitly show how geopotential height differed between analogues, 

difference maps were constructed for all possible analogue combinations (Figs. 44-49).  When 
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the El Niño and Cold analogue 300mb geopotential height values were compared via subtraction 

of Cold values from El Niño values at the same geographical location, negative geopotential 

height values were found in the eastern Pacific Ocean, while in Alberta, the geopotential height 

differences were positive.  Relationships found in the El Niño minus La Niña geopotential height 

pattern included negative anomalies in the Gulf of Alaska and the southwestern U.S., as well as 

positive geopotential height differences over Alberta.  The La Niña minus Cold analogue 

geopotential height difference map indicated geopotential height falls over the eastern portion of 

the Pacific Ocean, as well as in Alberta.  The Warm minus Cold difference map demonstrated a 

ubiquitous geopotential height increase from colder-than-average to warmer-than-average 

temperatures.  In this case, the highest geopotential difference exceeded 60 meters and was 

located in southwestern Canada, including the Alberta region. 
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Figure 44. El Niño-Cold 300mb Geopotential Height Anomalies at t=0. 
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Figure 45. El Niño-La Niña 300mb Geopotential Height Difference Map at t=0. 
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Figure 46. La Niña-Cold 300mb Geopotential Height Difference Map at t=0. 
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Figure 47. Warm-Cold 300mb Geopotential Height Difference Map at t=0. 
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Figure 48. Warm-El Niño 300mb Geopotential Height Difference Map at t=0. 
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 Figure 49. Warm-La Niña 300mb Geopotential Height Difference Map at t=0. 

 

Positive geopotential height differences were established in the Pacific and western Canada, 

while negative anomalies were located eastward of northeastern Alberta (Fig. 48).  Based on the 

low amplitude trough-ridge pattern characteristic in geopotential height patterns over the Alberta 
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region and the resulting composite maps for each analogue, this transition from positive to 

negative geopotential height differences occurred because the El Niño analogue was more 

amplified than the Warm analogue.  Similar to the Warm and Cold geopotential height 

relationship, that between the Warm and La Niña analogues exhibited positive anomalies in the 

Pacific Ocean and in Alberta; a slight negative anomaly was located in the Southwestern United 

States.   

In the case of the El Niño-Cold and El Niño-La Niña difference maps, the geopotential 

height anomalies were negative in the Pacific Ocean; this trend was not surprising because 

decreasing geopotential height in the Gulf of Alaska is characteristic of the El Niño phase of 

ENSO (Renwick and Wallace, 1996).  Negative anomalies also resulted in this region of the La 

Niña minus Cold difference map.  Based on the composite 300mb geopotential height average 

values for these analogues (Figure 43), this was because the associated values of the La Niña 

composite geopotential potential height pattern were slightly southward of corresponding values 

in the Cold analogue.  This contrasted the expected outcome because, in general, a higher-than-

average geopotential height pattern is recorded in the region during La Niña, which should have 

resulted in a positive geopotential height difference (Chan et al., 2003).  Furthermore, average La 

Niña and Cold analogue temperatures were compared to determine if the hydrostatic relationship 

explained the anomalous geopotential height differences.  With a Cold average temperature 

deviation of -0.215°C and a La Niña deviation of 0.273°C, however, the anomalous heights were 

not explained.  Positive geopotential height anomalies were found in the Pacific Ocean when 

taking the difference between the Warm analogue with respect to the other three analogues.  This 

was most likely caused by atmospheric expansion as a result of increased average temperatures 

in the Warm analogue (Appendix 3), as well as the geopotential height patterns common to 
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ENSO for this region (Carlson, 1991; Renwick and Wallace, 1996).  In the case of the Warm-La 

Niña map, despite higher-than-average geopotential height values for La Niña in the Pacific, the 

geopotential height difference is positive.  This was most likely due to the influence of 

temperature overriding that of ENSO based on the hydrostatic relationship (Carlson, 1991). 

In Alberta, positive geopotential height differences occurred in the following 

relationships: El Niño minus Cold, El Niño minus La Niña, Warm minus Cold, and Warm minus 

La Niña.  For all of these cases, height values of cooler global and regional conditions (Cold and 

La Niña, respectively) were subtracted from those of warm analogues (Warm and El Niño) 

(Renwick and Wallace, 1996).  Therefore, by the hydrostatic equation, lower heights were 

subtracted from higher values, yielding positive values (Carlson, 1991).  In the Warm minus El 

Niño difference map, the values transitioned from positive in southwestern portion of Alberta to 

negative in the northeast.  Only in the case of La Niña years with respect to the Cold years was 

the geopotential height in Alberta found to be negative.   

 

Alberta Clipper 300mb Winds 

 Upper-level wind patterns are indicative of kinetic energy within an atmospheric system, 

subsequent shear-based PVA patterns, and baroclinicity, all of which influence cyclone 

formation at the surface.  Because of this, vector wind patterns were investigated for each 

Alberta Clipper case at the time of cyclogenesis (t=0) and separated by analogue designation.  

Using a GIS, analogue-based composite vector wind maps (meters per second) also containing 

the surface-based storm center information at t=0 were created to compare where each of the 

composite Clippers were located with relation to the local jet streak (Figures 50 through 53).   
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 Some upper-level wind commonalities were observed in the jet streak patterns of all of 

the analogues.  First, jet streaks were found in the region of the eastern Pacific Ocean and 

western Canada for all of the composites.  In relation to these jet streaks, all of the composite 

Alberta Clipper storm centers at the surface were located under the northeastern extent of the jet, 

or in the left exit quadrant.  Not only is the shear-based vorticity positive on the north side of a 

jet streak in the Northern Hemisphere, but since the left exit quadrant of a jet streak is 

characterized as having PVA and ULD aloft, the occurrence of LLC at the surface location of the 

composite Clippers was not surprising (Harman, 1991).  Localized LLC at the surface leads to 

rising air at the same location, which in turn results in the lower MSLP readings characteristic of 

cyclones.  Furthermore, smaller isotach maxima were located downstream in Manitoba in all of 

the composite upper-level wind patterns.  Based on the associated composite geopotential height 

patterns at 300mb (Figure 43), these isolines were slightly closer together than those upstream, 

and they were downstream of a ridge.  Being downstream of a ridge, curvature-based vorticity 

advection was negative, thus explaining why another low pressure center was not located in 

Manitoba. 

 Despite these similarities, there were also some noteworthy differences between the jet 

streak patterns of each analogue.  With regards to the geographical locations of the jet streak 

responsible for the shear-based PVA and Clipper formation, the Warm analogue jet that directly 

affected the process of Alberta Clipper cyclogenesis was further east than the corresponding jets 

in the other analogues. The jets of the Cold and Warm analogues were further north than their 

ENSO counterparts, with that of the El Niño analogue being the furthest south; this was 

reasonable since the El Niño composite 300mb geopotential height pattern was somewhat 

different to the others.  Relative to patterns in baroclinicity, the northern placement of the 
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composite jet in the Warm analogue was reasonable because of the expected poleward shift in 

baroclinicity with global climate change (Lunkeit et al., 1998).  Of the four analogues, only the 

El Niño composite jet was shown to have a visually discernable meridional component.  Since 

ENSO is directly correlated to the Pacific-North American pattern (PNA), the unique meridional 

aspects of the El Niño jet could be explained by the corresponding positive PNA phase that 

exhibits wave trains, and thus jet streaks, of higher amplitude than the neutral and negative 

phases (Renwick and Wallace, 1996).  Although the ranges of isotach maxima for each of the 

composite Pacific jets were similar in the maps, the Cold analogue jet was shown to have the 

highest wind speed range of 34 to 36 meters per second, while the El Niño analogue wind speed 

range was the lowest, measuring between 28 and 30 meters per second.   
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 Figure 50. Cold Analogue Composite 300mb Vector Wind at t=0. 
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Figure 51. El Niño Analogue Composite Vector Wind at t=0. 
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 Figure 52. La Niña Analogue Composite Vector Wind, t=0. 
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 Figure 53. Warm Analogue Composite Vector Wind, t=0. 

   

These trends indicated that the average baroclinicity of the individual jets for each case in the 

Cold analogue was, on average, higher than that of the El Niño analogue.  Based on the 

composite upper-level geopotential height and wind patterns of the El Niño analogue, split flow 
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occurred just west of North America in the Pacific Ocean; this was most likely due to the 

increasing strength of the subtropical jet stream in response to the relaxed trade winds in the 

equatorial region of the eastern Pacific Ocean (Lu et al., 2008).  As a result of this trend, the 

strength of the midlatitude jet subsided.    

Although the composite maps provide a visual representation of average upper-level 

wind conditions at the time of cyclogenesis in each analogue, statistical tests were used to 

quantitatively determine how wind magnitude and azimuth values differed amongst each of the 

analogues.  To perform these analyses, the zonal and meridional components of the vector wind 

at t=0 were determined for each individual Alberta Clipper.  Using basic trigonometric 

principles, the associated wind magnitude and azimuth were calculated.  Descriptive statistics of 

wind magnitude, as separated by analogue, are shown in Table 6.   

 

Table 6. 

Descriptive Statistics of Wind Magnitude at t=0 

 Shapiro-Wilk  

p-Value 

Mean Median Standard 

Deviation 

Cold 0.2517 41.27 41.34 16.047 

El Niño 0.0688 36.20 35.20 15.538 

La Niña 0.2696 39.05 40.08 14.879 

Warm 0.2423 38.00 38.35 16.287 

 

Because all of the p-values associated with the Shapiro-Wilk test were greater than 0.05, the 

associated null hypothesis that the magnitude values were normally distributed was maintained.  

Furthermore, the mean and median wind magnitude values in for each analogue indicated that 

skewness in each of the distributions was minimal.  Therefore, in this case, only a one-way 

ANOVA test was performed to determine if any of the analogues were significantly different 
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from the others.  The overall results of the ANOVA test, with p=0.0565 for a 95% confidence 

level, showed that the differences in wind magnitude based on analogue designation were very 

close to being statistically significant.  Along with the expected baroclinicity of each of these 

patterns, this result raises the confidence in these being discernable, real differences.  After 

running a Tukey HSD test on these results, the only significant relationship was found to exist 

between the Cold and El Niño analogues.  

 
Figure 54. Tukey HSD Results: Upper-Level Wind Magnitude at t=0. El Niño-Cold is the 

statistically significant case. 

 

Considering the split upper-level flow that was illustrated by the El Niño analogue in the 

composite geopotential height and jet streak regional patterns, it was not surprising to find that 

they were significantly different in magnitude.  Baroclinicity that would otherwise have been 

contributed to midlatitude flow associated with the polar front was diverted to the subtropical 

region, decreasing wind speeds aloft.   

 As Table 7 indicates, unlike the wind magnitude descriptive statistics, only the La Niña 

wind azimuth values were shown to be normally distributed by the Shapiro-Wilk test.  Skewness 
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was also a larger factor in this particular variable set since the median and mean values were 

different from one another.  Therefore, to take into account abnormal distributions, both one-way 

ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis techniques were used to determine how the azimuth values in each 

analogue compared to one another. 

 

Table 7. 

Descriptive Statistics of Wind Azimuth at t=0 

Analogue Shapiro-Wilk  

p-Value 

Mean Median Standard 

Deviation 

Cold 6.575×10
-10 

92.34 88.92 36.218 

El Niño 3.899×10
-12 

88.66 83.00 51.729 

La Niña 0.1429 87.47 81.64 35.396 

Warm 1.704×10
-8 

89.89 84.90 39.979 

 

The resulting p-values for the ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis analyses were 0.793 and 0.2993, 

respectively. Although these values were somewhat different from one another, they both 

indicated that no significant difference in azimuths was found between any of the analogues.  

Despite the average azimuth of jet streak flow in the composite isotach maxima maps and how 

this varied between El Niño and the other analogues, these results served to indicate that 

composite maps do not always represent the true range of jet azimuth values for each analogue.   

  

Alberta Clipper Surface Pressure Gradient 

 As a measure of extratropical cyclone intensity and the dynamics associated with 

baroclinicity at the surface, the pressure gradient is the change in pressure over a given unit of 

distance.  For this analysis, pressure gradients were measured at t=24 for all of the Alberta 

Clipper events.  To maintain consistency, each gradient was measured from the geographical 
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center of the Clipper westward 500 miles, regardless of whether the Clipper was a closed storm.  

The choice of measuring pressure gradient to the west of the storm was based on idea that the 

pressure gradient of an extratropical cyclone is normally greatest to the west in the midlatitudes, 

while the distance of 500 miles was chosen because the average radius of an Alberta Clipper is 

7.5°, which is roughly 367.5 miles at a latitude of 45°. Pressure values were determined at the 

storm center, and at the point 500 miles to the west, and the gradient was calculated as follows: 

, where P1 was the pressure (in Pa) value found 500 miles to the west of the storm center, 

and P2 was the MSLP value at the storm center location. 

 The analogue-based descriptive statistics of pressure gradients are shown in Table 8.  

Despite the relatively low skewness exhibited by the mean and median pressure gradient values, 

the Shapiro-Wilk test results indicated that only the Cold analogue was found to be normally 

distributed.  In order to take into account complications that might have arisen because of non-

normal distributions, both one-way ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis tests were executed.   

 

Table 8. 

Descriptive Statistics of MSLP Gradient at t=24. 

Analogue Shapiro-Wilk 

p-Value 

Mean Median Standard 

Deviation 

Cold 0.087 2.497 2.445 1.150 

El Niño 8.315×10
-6 

2.421 2.383 1.221 

La Niña 4.586×10
-5 

2.389 2.196 1.180 

Warm 0.003 2.556 2.441 1.451 

 

The respective p-values for one-way ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis were 0.688 and 0.7227; these 

indicated that significant differences in pressure gradient between the analogues were not 

apparent.  Based on the mean, median, and standard deviation values, this was not surprising; as 
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illustrated by these statistics, not only were the mean and median values similar between the 

analogues, but the standard deviation results were indicative of similar variances in the 

respective distributions, both of which suggested that common values were prevalent in all of the 

analogues.     

 

Alberta Clipper Temperature Advection 

 Temperature advection, which is the horizontal transport of air with defined temperature 

characteristics into neighboring regions, is typically most prominent where extratropical cyclone-

based frontal boundaries exist. Because frontal movement and subsequent temperature advection 

is most pronounced for Alberta Clippers at t=36, both warm and cold temperature advection 

were qualitatively analyzed at this time for each of the analogues using the Solenoid Method 

(Thomas and Martin, 2007; Carlson, 1991).  The composites were made in a GIS and consisted 

of both geopotential height isolines (meters) and isotherms (Kelvins) at the 850mb level; 850mb 

was ideal for temperature advection measurement because, in general, the temperature patterns 

recorded at this level are similar to those at the surface while not being so heavily influenced by 

surface features. The intersections of each isoline variety created quadrilaterals that could be 

analyzed relative to the surrounding regions based on shape area and the angles of the vertices; 

these were then used to determine where the areas of greatest cold air advection (CAA) and 

warm air advection (WAA) were located, and how these patterns changed by analogue.   

 For all of the analogues, CAA was strongest in the Great Plains area, with frontal 

boundaries extending from the associated SLP composite Alberta Clipper center to the southwest 

and into Colorado and cold air inflow from the northwest (Figures 55-58).  In the case of the 

Warm analogue, the frontal boundary was shifted slightly to the north due to the position of the 
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associated storm center.  Comparatively, the CAA, which was stronger when the isoline 

intersections were close to being perpendicular and the quadrilaterals formed by these 

intersections were smaller, appeared to be strongest in the Cold analogue and weakest in the El 

Niño analogue.  CAA in the warm analogue was slightly lower than that of the Cold analogue, 

and La Niña CAA was slightly higher than CAA in the El Niño analogue.  The CAA trends for 

each of the analogues when compared to the others result from geopotential height and 

temperature gradient values; Cold had the largest gradient values in geopotential height and 

temperature when compared to the other analogues, and in comparison, these values were 

smallest for the El Niño years. 

With respect to WAA, all but the Warm analogue had frontal boundaries extending from 

the composite surface storm center into southeastern Quebec, with warm air moving from the 

south-southwest.  The Warm analogue WAA was strongest from the Warm-based Alberta 

Clipper center at t=36 into northern Maine; unlike the other analogues, the flow had a greater 

westerly component.  The strength of WAA relative to CAA was smaller in all of the cases, but 

WAA strengths varied by analogue.  Like relative CAA strengths, the WAA for the Cold and 

Warm analogues was similar, as was the WAA for the ENSO-based analogues.  With regards to 

geopotential height gradients in the region of WAA, those in the Cold and Warm analogues 

appeared to be slightly greater than those of the ENSO-based analogues.  However, regional 

temperature gradients were all very similar to one another, suggesting that variations in WAA for 

all four of these composites were caused only by regional differences in the geopotential height 

field. 
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 Figure 55. Cold Analogue 850mb Geopotential Height and Temperature at t=36. 
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 Figure 56. El Niño Analogue 850mb Geopotential Height and Temperature at t=36. 
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 Figure 57. La Niña Analogue 850mb Geopotential Height and Temperature at t=36. 
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 Figure 58. Warm Analogue 850mb Geopotential Height and Temperature at t=36. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

 

Alberta Clippers were analyzed in the winter months of forty cold seasons to investigate 

possible trends directly associated with global climate change, as well as those that could result 

from changes in ENSO as an effect of global climate change.  This was done through the use of 

atmospheric analogues, where years (October through March) of similar global temperature and 

ENSO characteristics were grouped together for statistical analysis.  Analogues representing 

Cold, Warm, El Niño, and La Niña conditions were used to compare how past climatic 

conditions (i.e. cooler global temperatures and more frequent La Niña events) could relate to 

those of the future, which could be characterized by higher global temperatures and more 

frequent El Niño episodes.  The analogues have been statistically and qualitatively compared to 

one another through how the intensity, trajectory, and dynamic-based characteristics of Alberta 

Clippers could potentially change as a result of global climate change. 

In this chapter, a summary of the results of this study is provided.  Next, the conclusions 

that can be drawn from these results are discussed. Finally, the possibilities for future research 

related to this study are summarized. 
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Composites 

 Composite MSLP maps were created for each analogue at twelve-hour increments to 

investigate trends in the surface-based evolution of the Alberta Clippers from cyclogenesis to 

cycloloysis.  Although all of the composite Clippers started with MSLP values ranging from 

100,000 to 100,400 Pa and exhibited similar trajectories, there were many differences between 

the analogues that were illustrative of potentially distinctive phenomena at the surface and aloft.   

First, despite the general increase of MSLP with time observed in all of the analogues, 

the rate at which these values increased varied.  Of the four analogues, the Cold composite 

Clipper ended with the lowest pressure range, which was between 100,800 and 101,200 Pa.  The 

rate of MSLP increase was largest for the La Niña analogue, which had a pressure range of 

101,600 to 102,000 Pa.  In relation to one another, these MSLP changes correspond to the 

baroclinicity pattern directly above the composite Clipper was generally greater for the Cold 

Analogue than the La Niña analogue, resulting in enhanced storm intensity at the surface.   

In addition, all of the analogue composite sets were shown to have an eastward-facing 

lobe of lower pressure forming in the Alberta region towards the end of the respective composite 

Clipper lifespan.  Of all of the analogues, the La Niña-based lobe was found to be the least 

developed at t=60, indicating that the time between Alberta Clipper formation during these 

conditions was larger than that of the other analogues.  Despite the inconsistency in the lobe 

development and its eastward propagation characteristics, all of these patterns illustrated that, 

during the cold season months, Alberta Clippers began to form shortly after the previous storm 

dissipated.  

Furthermore, differences in the analogue-based isobar patterns at the surface served as a 

means of baroclinicity comparison at the surface.  Both the Warm and Cold analogues were 
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shown to have at least one closed isobar until t=24, at which point the Alberta Clipper became an 

open system.  In contrast, the El Niño and La Niña analogues remained closed until t=48.  By 

remaining closed for a longer time period than the temperature-based analogues, the ENSO-

based composite Alberta Clippers were shown to have greater baroclinicity and more coherent 

structures at the surface.  

Finally, the Alberta Clipper MSLP composites showed that, despite the similarities in 

Clipper trajectory configuration amongst the analogues, certain aspects of the Cold composite 

trajectory differed from the others.  All of the composite storms were shown to travel east-

southeastward from Alberta into south-central Ontario or western Quebec.  Of the four 

analogues, the Cold years trajectory traveled furthest east.  The Warm, El Niño, and La Niña 

composite Clippers were all located in the same area at t=60; unlike the Cold analogue trajectory, 

these analogues all jumped to the south at t=36, forming somewhat jagged trajectories at the end 

of their respective lifespans.  This was most likely due to storm center interpolation procedures 

used in the GIS environment. 

 

Trajectories 

 Similar to the composite map trajectories, those created by delineating the path between 

the mean geographical storm center at t=0 and t=60 were shown to all trek in an east-southeast 

direction for all of the analogues.  In addition, the trajectories mapped using individual Alberta 

Clipper storm center locations showed that most of the storms traveled in a westerly direction.  

Qualitatively, however, differences were found between the individual Clipper trajectories that 

strayed further north or south than most of the paths.  The Cold trajectories that traveled to the 

south of the mean path tended to extend into lower latitudes than those of the other analogues.  
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Furthermore, unique to the Warm analogue, one particular case moved to the northwest from 

cyclogenesis to cyclolysis; this was most likely a result of atmospheric blocking. 

 Statistically, the latitude and longitude values of individual Clippers at t=0 were found to 

be different based on analogue designation.  In the case of latitude, the La Niña latitudes were 

significantly further south than the Warm latitude, which was found to be higher than the other 

analogues.  This most likely resulted as a consequence of the northward shifting of upper-level 

baroclinicity for the Warm analogue.  Longitude differences were found to be significant 

between the following cases: La Niña and El Niño, Warm and La Niña, and El Niño and Cold.  

However, unlike the previous variables, the differences between trajectory azimuths from 

cyclogenesis to cyclolysis by analogue were not shown to be statistically significant, which 

confirmed the trends exhibited by the individual and average trajectory maps. 

    

MSLP 

 As a measure of intensity, MSLP values were statistically compared by analogue at t=12 

to determine if significant differences could be attributed to associated analogue conditions.  

Resulting in a p-value of 0.10, the one-way ANOVA test indicated that statistical significance 

was not achieved.  However, upon further investigation of the Tukey HSD test results, MSLP 

differences between the El Niño and Cold analogues were close to being significantly different, 

with the Cold years having lower values, on average, than the El Niño analogue.  Most likely, 

this was due to differences in upper-level baroclinicity and its effects on PVA aloft and, 

subsequently, convergence at the surface as a result of the typical split flow exhibited by the El 

Niño phase of ENSO.  Because of these factors, the MSLP-based intensities of the Cold and El 

Niño Clippers were different.    
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300mb Geopotential Height 

 Both composite and difference maps were created to analyze 300mb geopotential height 

patterns for each analogue at t=0.  All of the composite patterns illustrated dominantly-

meridional changes in geopotential height (i.e. the geopotential height isolines were zonal) at the 

region of cyclogenesis, as well as just upstream.  The only case that differed was the El Niño 

analogue, which also had a noticeable zonal component.  Relative to the upper-level geopotential 

height patterns, all of the composite Alberta Clippers were shown to form downstream of a 

shallow trough and upstream of a ridge.  Based on PVA trends associated with vorticity 

attributed to curvature, these findings were expected.   

 The difference maps illustrated interesting trends between each of the analogues both 

upstream and at the location of Clipper cyclogenesis.  In the eastern Pacific, negative 

geopotential height differences were found in the following maps: El Niño-Cold, El Niño-La 

Niña, and La Niña-Cold.  Although the negative differences in the El Niño cases could be 

attributed to the geopotential height falls that typically occur in the region during the El Niño 

phase, the negative values in the La Niña-Cold difference were less clear.  This is because La 

Niña normally exhibits regional geopotential height rises in the eastern Pacific Ocean, which 

would be indicative of positive difference values when related to the Cold analogue.  Positive 

height difference values in the Pacific were found in all of the Warm analogue-based difference 

maps.  Between the Cold and Warm analogues, this relationship was caused by the expected 

geopotential height rises from cold to warm temperatures caused by the hydrostatic relationship.  

Relative to both of the ENSO analogues, the trend of the Warm analogue having higher 

geopotential height values indicated that the influence of temperature was higher than that of 

ENSO on 300mb geopotential height.  In Alberta, the Warm-Cold, Warm-La Niña, El Niño-
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Cold, and El Niño-La Niña geopotential height differences were all positive.  Since Warm and El 

Niño are classified as the warmer analogues, it made sense that these would both have higher 

geopotential height values in this region, resulting in positive differences by the hydrostatic 

relationship.  The Warm-El Niño difference map transitioned from positive geopotential height 

differences in southwestern Alberta to negative differences in northeastern Alberta.  Finally, the 

La Niña-Cold difference map was shown to be negative in the Alberta region. 

 

300mb Winds 

 The composite maps and statistical analyses of wind magnitude and azimuth depicted 

similarities and differences between each of the analogues.  In the case of the analogue-based 

composite maps, all of the SLP Alberta Clippers were located in the left exit quadrant of the jet 

located in the eastern Pacific Ocean, resulting from shear-based PVA.  Furthermore, all of the 

upper-level flow patterns were mostly zonal, with the exception of the El Niño analogue, which 

had a slight meridional component.  In each analogue, a smaller jet was found in Manitoba, 

upstream of the SLP composite Clippers; however, because of the associated 300mb geopotential 

height patterns in that region and the associated curvature-based vorticity, no surface-based area 

of low pressure was found. 

 Statistically, although the one-way ANOVA resulted in a p-value just outside of the 

confidence interval, the wind magnitudes of the Cold analogue were significant higher than those 

of the El Niño years.  The decreased wind speed values in the El Niño analogue were most likely 

caused by the split flow pattern and associated decrease in baroclinicity aloft.  However, the 

wind azimuth values were not found to be statistically significantly different between the 

analogues, despite the differences found in jet orientation between the El Niño composite map 
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and those of the other three analogues.  This was most likely due to the dominant general 

westerly circulation pattern and its ability to nullify other flow patterns in statistical averaging 

processes.   

 

Surface Pressure Gradient 

 At t=24, the pressure gradient values for each individual Alberta Clipper event were 

found by calculating the difference in pressure between the value found at the geographical 

center of the Alberta and that found 500 miles to the west, and dividing by 500.  These were not 

found to be statistically significantly different in the associated one-way ANOVA test.  This was 

most likely due to the fact that the range of possible pressure values for each respective location 

was not large in comparison to their respective magnitudes, as reflected in the descriptive 

statistics for each analogue.   

 

Alberta Clipper Temperature Advection 

 Temperature advection patterns were estimated for the four analogues at t=36 using the 

Solenoid method and associated 850mb composite maps to determine how frontal patterns 

differed.  Cold air advection (CAA), which is the movement of cold air into a given region, was 

strongest in the Great Plains; cooler air moved into the area from the northwest.  The associated 

cold fronts extended from each associated composite SLP center at t=36 southwest into 

Colorado.  Warm air advection (WAA) was found to be weaker than CAA in each of the cases 

based on Solenoid size and shape.  All but the Warm analogue exhibited the highest amount of 

WAA from the storm center into southeastern Quebec, with the general airflow pattern in the 

region being south-southwesterly.  In the case of the warm analogue, the WAA flow pattern had 
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a slightly higher westerly component; the associated warm front extended from the SLP Alberta 

Clipper storm center into northern Maine. 

 

Summary 

 Based on all of the test results and qualitative analyses performed on the analogue-based 

Alberta Clippers with the purpose of examining possible global climate change-related changes, 

the El Niño and Cold analogues were found to have the most significant differences, including 

the 300mb wind speed measures, longitude values at t=0, MSLP at t=12, and 300mb geopotential 

patterns (inferred from the associated difference map gradient).  As determined by the suite of 

trajectory-related analyses, the La Niña and Warm analogues had statistically different latitude 

and longitude values at t=0.  However, despite the Warm latitude being somewhat higher than 

that of the Cold analogue at t=0, the Warm and Cold analogues were found to not be very 

different from one another with respect to pressure gradient, wind, and MSLP characteristics in 

this study.  These trends all served to illustrate that, based on the interactions between upper-

level dynamics and lower-level processes, the regional baroclinicity characteristics aloft were 

very similar for each analogue.  Positive geopotential height differences did occur at the 300mb 

level when transitioning from the Cold analogue to the Warm analogue, but this was expected by 

the hydrostatic relationship and was found to be uniform based on the small geopotential height 

gradient exhibited in the Warm-Cold map. 

 These results indicated that warming alone will most likely not be the cause of significant 

changes in Alberta Clippers; instead, changes in ENSO that result from global climate change 

will have more of an effect on regional processes in North America.     
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Future Research 

Although the boreal cold season months (October through March) were used to determine 

which years belonged in each analogue, it would be useful to also include boreal season months 

in the analysis itself.  This is reasonable since Alberta Clippers tend to increase in frequency 

starting in October and start to wind down in March (Thomas and Martin, 2007; Harman, 1991).  

In addition, frequency characteristics of Alberta Clippers based on analogue designation and 

month could be performed.  In conjunction with the aforementioned cold season extension, 

frequency analyses could provide useful insight into how the seasonality of these storms might 

change in global warming scenarios.   

In this study, only trajectories from cyclogenesis to cyclolysis were calculated.  Since the 

trajectories of Alberta Clippers are generally not linear throughout the lifespan, changes in 

trajectories between other, shorter time spans might be able to provide more information about 

the tangential nature of these paths as they relate to different global and regional atmospheric 

conditions.  For instance, along with trajectories from t=0 to t=60, those from t=0 to t=24 and 

t=24 to t=48 could be statistically analyzed both between analogues, as well as between the 

different time spans for each analogue. 

It was determined in the composite analysis of these Alberta Clippers that, at the surface, 

the lowest pressure values took place at t=0 instead of t=12.  Since the objective of studying 

MSLP at t=12 was to determine how Clippers differed at the time period when they were 

supposed to be most intense, it might be useful to statistically investigate MSLP at t=0 using 

one-way ANOVA tests, too.  By doing this, intensities between analogues could be analyzed at 

both time periods, and these results could then be compared to each other. 
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Finally, it would be useful to study surface-based pressure gradients at multiple time 

steps throughout the study to see how temporality might change surface-based baroclinicity 

characteristics.  For example, comparing t=24 results to a time in the latter half of the Clipper life 

cycle, such as t=48, could be beneficial.   

It would be interesting to compute these quantities using atmospheric models and 

compare the results with these statistical analyses; the model-based results could serve to either 

validate the statistical results obtained in this study, or to provide alternative outcomes.  Despite 

the prevalence of climate modeling in the field of climatology, it is important to recognize that 

statistical analyses are still quite relevant. Using past events in both environments provides 

robust numerical results that can serve as an accuracy assessment of the climate model in 

question. 
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APPENDIX 1: ALBERTA CLIPPER DATES* BY ANALOGUE (t=0) 

 ANALOGUE DESIGNATION 

 Cold El Niño La Niña Warm 

 Date Hr 

(Z) 

Date Hr 

(Z) 

Date Hr 

(Z) 

Date Hr 

(Z) 

1 19521208 06 19571204 12 19501221 00 19801212 00 

2 19521208 12 19571207 00 19501222 12 19801227 12 

3 19521210 18 19571209 00 19501225 00 19801230 18 

4 19521222 12 19571212 12 19510116 06 19810102 00 

5 19521224 18 19571215 00 19510117 18 19810104 18 

6 19521231 12 19571218 00 19510122 00 19810124 00 

7 19530103 12 19571219 00 19510203 12 19810211 18 

8 19530109 18 19571221 12 19510209 12 19810215 06 

9 19530111 00 19571225 00 19551212 06 19810216 06 

10 19530112 00 19571226 12 19551223 00 19810217 12 

11 19530116 12 19580109 00 19551227 06 19810220 06 

12 19530122 18 19580111 06 19560105 06 19891201 00 

13 19530126 00 19580117 12 19560108 00 19891208 12 

14 19530129 06 19580121 00 19560113 12 19891212 00 

15 19530208 00 19580124 12 19560124 00 19891224 12 

16 19530215 06 19580129 00 19560210 12 19891227 12 

17 19530217 06 19580130 18 19560212 06 19900101 00 

18 19531206 18 19580225 12 19560217 00 19900106 06 

19 19531209 18 19651202 12 19560229 12 19900107 18 

20 19531212 06 19651204 12 19701204 06 19900110 06 

21 19531219 06 19651207 06 19701208 00 19900119 00 

22 19531226 06 19651208 06 19701211 18 19900121 00 

23 19531228 12 19651220 06 19701231 06 19900123 00 

24 19531231 06 19651225 06 19710123 18 19900126 00 

25 19540101 18 19651229 12 19710125 00 19900129 12 

26 19540103 12 19660109 00 19710127 00 19900204 00 

27 19540104 18 19660111 18 19710210 06 19900206 00 

28 19540113 06 19660206 00 19710215 06 19900207 00 

29 19540128 18 19721211 06 19710225 00 19900208 06 

30 19540209 00 19721218 06 19731207 18 19900211 18 
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31 19540214 12 19721220 00 19740117 12 19901204 12 

32 19540218 18 19721221 12 19740121 18 19901206 18 

33 19540220 06 19721224 12 19740123 06 19901208 18 

34 19540222 00 19721226 18 19740125 00 19901211 12 

35 19540226 00 19730102 00 19740129 00 19901215 18 

36 19540228 12 19730117 06 19740130 00 19901217 18 

37 19561210 12 19730121 06 19740204 12 19901218 06 

38 19561214 12 19821204 06 19740208 00 19901227 06 

39 19561216 06 19821209 00 19740209 06 19910115 12 

40 19561218 06 19821212 06 19740210 18 19910118 12 

41 19561220 00 19821213 00 19740212 00 19910121 18 

42 19561223 12 19821217 00 19740215 00 19910129 18 

43 19570102 06 19821225 00 19740219 00 19910212 12 

44 19570107 12 19821226 12 19740222 06 19910215 18 

45 19570209 00 19830103 12 19740225 18 19910219 18 

46 19570211 06 19830105 12 19751203 12 20011202 12 

47 19570213 06 19830108 18 19751206 06 20011203 18 

48 19570225 00 19830113 12 19751208 00 20011209 00 

49 19570227 00 19830115 06 19751215 00 20011211 00 

50 19591206 18 19830128 00 19751230 06 20011214 18 

51 19591210 12 19830130 18 19760111 12 20011217 12 

52 19591213 00 19830213 00 19760115 00 20011219 12 

53 19591215 06 19830215 00 19760117 18 20020113 00 

54 19600105 12 19830218 18 19760123 06 20020118 18 

55 19600106 12 19861207 18 19760127 00 20020121 18 

56 19600111 12 19861210 12 19760129 00 20020125 00 

57 19600130 12 19861221 18 19760208 06 20020201 12 

58 19600207 12 19861223 18 19760211 18 20020203 18 

59 19600215 12 19861230 06 19760216 18 20020206 00 

60 19641211 00 19870102 00 19760218 00 20020207 12 

61 19650104 06 19870104 06 19760222 18 20020211 00 

62 19650111 00 19870112 12 19760224 00 20020213 12 

63 19650120 06 19870118 00 19760225 12 20020217 06 

64 19650123 12 19870120 18 19760227 00 20020221 00 

65 19650129 06 19870128 18 19890104 12 20020222 12 

66 19650131 00 19870131 06 19890116 00 20031207 00 

67 19650206 06 19870202 00 19890117 12 20031213 00 

68 19650208 18 19870205 18 19890118 18 20031214 12 

69 19650213 12 19870207 00 19981202 18 20031225 12 

70 19650216 18 19870210 18 19981217 06 20040101 00 

71 19650219 18 19870214 00 19990120 00 20040110 18 
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72 19650227 18 19870221 18 19990130 00 20040111 12 

73 19661205 12 19871202 12 19990201 06 20040113 12 

74 19661214 06 19871205 12 19990204 18 20040116 00 

75 19661216 18 19871207 12 19990207 12 20040120 00 

76 19661219 00 19871210 12 19990209 12 20040123 00 

77 19661220 06 19871219 00 19990223 12 20040204 06 

78 19661230 18 19871229 00 19990225 18 20040210 00 

79 19670101 00 19880115 18 19990228 12 20040217 12 

80 19670103 12 19880118 06 19991203 00 20040223 00 

81 19670105 06 19880121 00 19991207 00 20041202 18 

82 19670108 12 19880123 06 19991213 06 20041211 12 

83 19670111 06 19880128 18 19991218 12 20041214 12 

84 19670113 12 19880208 00 19991229 00 20041217 06 

85 19670115 18 19880213 12 19991231 00 20041219 18 

86 19670130 06 19880215 12 20000101 12 20050112 06 

87 19670203 06 19880219 00 20000105 00 20050118 00 

88 19670204 18 19880221 12 20000107 18 20050120 06 

89 19670206 12 19880229 18 20000109 00 20050121 06 

90 19670209 00 19911202 00 20000110 00 20050125 00 

91 19670213 00 19911205 00 20000117 00 20050130 00 

92 19670216 18 19911206 12 20000121 06 20050131 18 

93 19670218 06 19911207 12 20000202 00 20050202 06 

94 19670221 00 19911210 00 20000219 00 20050203 18 

95 19670226 00 19911211 12 20000222 00 20050213 06 

96 19670228 12 19911213 00 20000228 06 20051205 12 

97 19681201 12 19911225 12 20071209 18 20051209 12 

98 19681203 18 19920104 18 20071212 12 20051213 00 

99 19681208 12 19920110 18 20071220 18 20051223 06 

100 19690105 00 19920126 00 20071226 12 20051225 12 

101 19690107 12 19920127 12 20071230 12 20051228 06 

102 19690201 00 19920129 00 20080106 00 20060106 06 

103 19690205 12 19920202 00 20080115 00 20060107 00 

104 19690209 12 19920219 12 20080117 00 20060111 06 

105 19690215 00 19941201 06 20080127 00 20060114 18 

106 19711203 06 19941209 12 20080201 00 20060118 12 

107 19711209 12 19941227 00 20080206 12 20060121 00 

108 19720106 00 19941229 00 20080207 18 20060123 12 

109 19720108 06 19950111 06 20080208 12 20060126 12 

110 19720109 12 19950129 18 20080228 00 20060130 18 

111 19720111 18 19950202 00 20101201 12 20060202 00 

112 19720116 06 19950209 06 20101209 00 20060205 00 
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113 19720117 06 19950218 00 20101215 00 20060213 18 

114 19720121 12 19950219 12 20101227 00 20061215 18 

115 19720210 18 19950221 06 20110102 00 20070103 12 

116 19720211 18 19950225 12 20110121 00 20070106 12 

117 19720213 06 19971217 12 20110123 12 20070110 12 

118 19720216 12 19971221 06 20110127 18 20070125 18 

119 19761209 06 19971227 06 20110213 06 20070206 00 

120 19761210 18 19971229 18 20110215 12 20070216 00 

121 19761213 18 19971231 06 N/A -- 20070218 12 

122 19761217 18 19980115 12 N/A -- 20070220 12 

123 19761221 00 19980124 18 N/A -- 20081201 18 

124 19761223 06 19980128 00 N/A -- 20081205 06 

125 19761227 00 19980130 12 N/A -- 20081206 18 

126 19770106 12 19980211 12 N/A -- 20081210 06 

127 19770122 00 19980220 00 N/A -- 20081227 12 

128 19770126 12 19980222 12 N/A -- 20081230 00 

129 19770201 06 20091229 00 N/A -- 20081231 18 

130 19770211 00 20100102 12 N/A -- 20090106 06 

131 19770215 18 20100111 18 N/A -- 20090108 18 

132 19841210 06 20100113 00 N/A -- 20090111 18 

133 19841214 12 20100116 06 N/A -- 20090113 12 

134 19841220 18 N/A -- N/A -- 20090128 00 

135 19841222 00 N/A -- N/A -- 20090130 00 

136 19850112 18 N/A -- N/A -- 20090131 06 

137 19850115 06 N/A -- N/A -- 20090205 12 

138 19850115 18 N/A -- N/A -- 20111202 06 

139 19850117 06 N/A -- N/A -- 20111210 12 

140 19850125 18 N/A -- N/A -- 20111217 18 

141 19850212 12 N/A -- N/A -- 20111226 00 

142 19850215 12 N/A -- N/A -- 20111228 00 

143 19850217 06 N/A -- N/A -- 20111228 18 

144 19850219 18 N/A -- N/A -- 20111229 12 

145 19850221 18 N/A -- N/A -- 20111231 00 

146 19850224 12 N/A -- N/A -- 20120105 12 

147 N/A -- N/A -- N/A -- 20120110 00 

148 N/A -- N/A -- N/A -- 20120113 12 

149 N/A -- N/A -- N/A -- 20120115 00 

150 N/A -- N/A -- N/A -- 20120121 18 

151 N/A -- N/A -- N/A -- 20120125 12 

152 N/A -- N/A -- N/A -- 20120130 18 

153 N/A -- N/A -- N/A -- 20120208 12 
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154 N/A -- N/A -- N/A -- 20120219 00 

155 N/A -- N/A -- N/A -- 20120222 12 
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APPENDIX 2: INDIVIDUAL ALBERTA CLIPPER TRAJECTORY DATA* 

Object_ID Analogue Longitude (t=0) Latitude 

(t=0) 

Longitude 

(t=0) 

Latitude 

(t=0) 

Azimuth 

1 Cold -110.009820 52.495119 -54.224528 58.666070 67.782893 

2 Cold -105.600633 50.999367 -78.894586 46.169698 93.084609 

3 Cold -109.276582 52.168987 -68.853389 47.442170 86.366537 

4 Cold -107.838735 60.088078 -71.828975 46.339287 98.601131 

5 Cold -110.487657 52.272625 -76.353841 50.956811 83.771182 

6 Cold -114.064699 53.748931 -69.352937 48.616043 85.267389 

7 Cold -111.001825 54.068298 -77.304766 41.939247 98.784114 

8 Cold -113.487638 57.033169 -48.107291 49.644630 80.093572 

9 Cold -113.551361 62.335651 -56.238702 58.705107 81.036544 

10 Cold -111.910237 54.737076 -75.418968 59.045597 73.432978 

11 Cold -108.936906 54.653320 -69.993691 45.863646 91.991939 

12 Cold -116.591891 61.784831 -83.431544 52.613761 95.863085 

13 Cold -112.594877 52.831843 -61.787750 36.742274 92.311983 

14 Cold -110.545398 58.472669 -35.453693 64.701999 64.333926 

15 Cold -114.778239 57.185453 -56.196607 63.292948 67.890008 

16 Cold -112.228869 57.694346 -74.084534 46.800819 94.71171 

17 Cold -113.219452 55.292158 -99.145990 34.434367 133.610607 

18 Cold -109.276582 54.006962 -71.372389 48.071268 89.107968 

19 Cold -112.785443 57.682911 -84.040396 43.269633 104.787876 

20 Cold -98.276519 48.624069 -81.198849 59.254567 48.426471 

21 Cold -128.324414 63.699031 -62.774646 47.532090 86.83191 

22 Cold -108.885496 61.614028 -73.441387 49.773349 97.216323 

23 Cold -114.922354 57.911344 -61.190032 62.439656 71.181287 

24 Cold -106.811389 60.358469 -79.421825 47.164779 104.3579 

25 Cold -116.138600 53.784134 -59.605184 59.721179 68.092018 

26 Cold -116.263702 55.771023 -61.022949 66.252968 61.05009 

27 Cold -108.397168 51.213533 -69.769908 67.264366 48.340941 

28 Cold -112.039965 54.665767 -70.404913 52.179712 83.261559 

29 Cold -116.586829 52.080163 -76.367560 52.293635 79.591153 

30 Cold -110.146689 53.884223 -94.213739 43.263492 115.482991 

31 Cold -112.896328 53.912872 -101.224333 37.627807 134.475755 

32 Cold -111.861267 54.870926 -86.199429 61.001666 68.193636 
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33 Cold -108.872804 53.793908 -57.050650 59.362972 69.436678 

34 Cold -113.046380 59.341934 -68.998538 66.228695 68.403848 

35 Cold -111.160786 59.819655 -76.866315 42.581477 102.665646 

36 Cold -110.753341 59.051999 -85.630411 43.770982 108.961968 

37 Cold -127.758465 62.455115 -74.928259 59.513326 81.739113 

38 Cold -109.956062 54.987431 -63.444291 49.743999 84.828382 

39 Cold -112.879407 57.513602 -49.375570 41.348235 86.659678 

40 Cold -108.383927 50.099611 -66.077665 41.732990 89.708232 

41 Cold -108.416352 55.829243 -58.014547 69.089371 55.485983 

42 Cold -108.094948 51.379066 -77.852096 57.014148 70.425179 

43 Cold -117.695846 56.186634 -64.183894 47.595525 85.412783 

44 Cold -110.949052 61.277247 -54.490616 50.185454 86.946784 

45 Cold -109.983814 53.320144 -51.482209 61.397824 64.613405 

46 Cold -106.337930 56.074665 -82.557535 68.169796 48.726579 

47 Cold -111.125056 53.772194 -61.626744 64.833551 60.274896 

48 Cold -111.406938 53.818363 -81.491914 46.995042 94.495907 

49 Cold -107.682991 60.373601 -82.231909 42.063783 111.280471 

50 Cold -115.671401 56.275818 -86.873632 39.778355 107.066118 

51 Cold -111.525388 53.717803 -51.456810 54.304657 73.914116 

52 Cold -108.733893 53.424317 -76.383247 60.915534 66.357084 

53 Cold -106.555054 51.182588 -58.829703 47.304881 82.475901 

54 Cold -111.315849 56.396082 -54.161711 53.733788 78.700631 

55 Cold -110.987727 58.561079 -54.229646 48.631037 85.534467 

56 Cold -111.184760 58.416728 -47.986933 70.373911 57.507054 

57 Cold -108.627487 52.441454 -71.502498 48.007552 87.370708 

58 Cold -111.618372 53.640200 -61.204631 62.226638 64.745635 

59 Cold -107.625974 51.505936 -73.793526 33.940773 104.469149 

60 Cold -109.852648 58.394054 -81.141319 49.182024 98.68497 

61 Cold -109.501201 53.785206 -61.003245 41.606033 90.421916 

62 Cold -110.235539 55.848495 -58.309946 61.324351 69.773488 

63 Cold -112.585213 56.162760 -81.355027 50.538887 92.067748 

64 Cold -109.198421 60.557514 -80.060718 59.579012 85.578776 

65 Cold -110.176917 57.613947 -81.940543 56.044420 86.657545 

66 Cold -111.781182 64.333473 -80.014790 75.586733 52.904744 

67 Cold -114.715831 58.406036 -65.656391 47.825500 89.179412 

68 Cold -116.105512 55.942623 -90.629654 63.460795 64.064866 

69 Cold -111.850292 54.765831 -71.576022 45.456270 91.870512 

70 Cold -112.636098 54.942758 -72.050368 47.535972 89.677627 

71 Cold -127.500000 56.250000 -83.113036 46.694983 90.19472 

72 Cold -109.880984 60.739815 -85.479331 51.768162 101.629735 

73 Cold -109.966633 50.774720 -59.195617 48.983669 79.012672 
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74 Cold -114.035511 59.010219 -73.571439 61.296952 77.112097 

75 Cold -112.652139 50.969413 -51.446239 46.216402 78.469128 

76 Cold -115.270155 52.200368 -68.826375 46.762847 84.784938 

77 Cold -111.266736 51.418408 -63.084203 62.515448 60.422253 

78 Cold -113.635011 54.903136 -74.979732 57.115051 77.007708 

79 Cold -110.392431 59.400049 -69.994704 67.785625 65.09003 

80 Cold -114.204377 55.633205 -64.254946 44.008951 89.376189 

81 Cold -114.762123 56.221619 -71.209678 45.572328 91.605903 

82 Cold -113.258931 51.377798 -88.754774 28.086193 119.599347 

83 Cold -112.792182 51.164992 -74.243646 61.380362 61.459853 

84 Cold -115.435821 60.728120 -58.841366 53.884082 83.63621 

85 Cold -114.216062 61.320703 -68.073810 39.168286 98.195067 

86 Cold -108.134428 53.560445 -83.650875 33.816511 115.579016 

87 Cold -115.516072 58.174032 -83.916218 49.596345 95.970602 

88 Cold -111.320158 55.862862 -57.397599 47.204231 85.262309 

89 Cold -114.275335 50.205045 -84.519643 46.243720 89.877525 

90 Cold -108.554569 59.608557 -63.591432 41.075228 96.89429 

91 Cold -108.696217 51.184442 -63.346136 59.125013 66.165762 

92 Cold -112.742262 52.353347 -64.654599 54.724142 74.621673 

93 Cold -113.825438 53.729746 -71.513671 57.677631 73.399629 

94 Cold -110.996808 57.006150 -57.529505 65.431136 64.860714 

95 Cold -110.849844 52.259784 -80.012855 34.623901 106.998344 

96 Cold -116.466202 57.097159 -103.464842 21.057764 145.760708 

97 Cold -108.838749 56.280468 -67.973575 53.881264 83.606345 

98 Cold -111.089377 53.895364 -68.264846 57.874069 73.291269 

99 Cold -115.486355 51.879054 -90.172447 43.840714 99.680463 

100 Cold -113.123096 51.122689 -79.117123 45.775378 90.010421 

101 Cold -111.230049 54.967545 -76.719601 47.312313 93.021316 

102 Cold -110.482755 53.902750 -68.966421 51.239014 83.450068 

103 Cold -117.425082 61.946522 -79.008687 63.360539 79.441857 

104 Cold -112.408999 54.523457 -87.090139 48.450999 96.282104 

105 Cold -113.008293 53.784081 -68.248203 53.533596 79.214181 

106 Cold -113.506621 52.104333 -88.785783 39.151888 107.640011 

107 Cold -111.844075 55.084655 -77.476932 46.380297 94.402696 

108 Cold -110.044939 50.197042 -72.798444 47.273780 85.048617 

109 Cold -113.572788 51.260008 -78.707521 46.247048 89.123085 

110 Cold -111.948824 54.085397 -79.237834 46.905822 93.368246 

111 Cold -111.062803 59.640943 -70.594228 53.231723 89.097103 

112 Cold -114.134345 61.729315 -83.420948 71.221177 59.470928 

113 Cold -112.096265 51.761071 -79.114449 56.448793 72.652988 

114 Cold -131.215364 61.255766 -32.882729 58.770461 65.87211 
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115 Cold -110.974853 51.471502 -64.857024 55.025624 73.227654 

116 Cold -113.560121 58.170045 -83.642511 48.907246 97.915221 

117 Cold -113.205816 51.111191 -68.285628 56.221601 70.967957 

118 Cold -111.300761 53.800338 -66.218342 55.103277 76.973101 

119 Cold -104.794772 50.912562 -63.338058 59.071131 65.837035 

120 Cold -114.314142 60.629356 -64.104730 58.537642 81.140309 

121 Cold -112.732810 56.184713 -74.192606 47.573128 92.077801 

122 Cold -115.611246 55.135239 -82.373449 47.108571 94.214555 

123 Cold -110.689486 50.040246 -55.835833 50.200005 75.450074 

124 Cold -110.843652 59.369836 -46.370363 55.684955 78.002169 

125 Cold -111.960771 56.293717 -81.713893 44.021091 101.343814 

126 Cold -113.623569 61.512117 -78.938639 48.717350 98.543443 

127 Cold -114.429299 60.832341 -77.585249 60.051794 83.172788 

128 Cold -107.282308 52.570043 -69.232622 39.585793 96.879131 

129 Cold -114.372620 58.500344 -79.017481 46.169802 97.755618 

130 Cold -110.109384 59.815224 -84.148764 52.121947 98.536843 

131 Cold -111.190773 58.884995 -78.476676 49.840054 95.881853 

132 Cold -115.623674 55.502866 -81.015257 47.385943 93.561807 

133 Cold -113.576958 62.444026 -84.391647 51.824631 99.978997 

134 Cold -108.632869 58.785403 -85.008722 44.296630 109.756052 

135 Cold -113.984070 58.582860 -56.967055 63.859145 69.610537 

136 Cold -108.740867 54.769078 -77.910507 64.661404 59.797433 

137 Cold -114.104982 51.676273 -97.141409 34.309343 124.803394 

138 Cold -114.190157 60.933354 -67.880815 40.647907 97.128832 

139 Cold -109.250861 52.041116 -79.556586 36.763367 105.61316 

140 Cold -112.900249 56.529418 -78.273424 51.912853 89.025463 

141 Cold -111.723170 60.646239 -76.210553 46.757257 99.013602 

142 Cold -108.806476 52.757513 -76.512056 56.221554 75.271495 

143 Cold -112.250626 61.135383 -70.091409 53.318447 90.033203 

144 Cold -109.751836 58.543401 -75.936609 59.142302 81.211662 

145 Cold -110.159034 53.945767 -66.720138 54.542592 78.399172 

146 Cold -114.890277 57.256036 -72.883914 43.311320 95.293935 

147 El Nino -107.375791 54.757803 -55.825696 47.625958 84.726035 

148 El Nino -115.086190 56.023870 -60.085014 63.638735 65.99596 

149 El Nino -110.257963 53.381332 -89.168922 44.272624 105.4925 

150 El Nino -109.900521 54.521764 -75.034768 38.166945 102.123995 

151 El Nino -109.539271 53.799265 -92.073776 43.281047 112.78426 

152 El Nino -109.384450 57.256941 -72.488028 47.470892 94.259927 

153 El Nino -113.771054 59.734083 -65.767376 51.293808 87.998856 

154 El Nino -110.781437 56.847891 -61.328854 61.113518 72.151042 

155 El Nino -115.014913 59.863100 -68.640575 38.937048 97.526011 
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156 El Nino -111.621406 58.665602 -65.938394 37.802871 97.974658 

157 El Nino -112.571823 56.631734 -65.581983 40.616511 94.190402 

158 El Nino -114.580905 62.964603 -79.691545 63.851781 81.175633 

159 El Nino -117.054663 54.085219 -77.094988 31.115845 103.661503 

160 El Nino -111.726017 60.026382 -51.570297 60.752745 75.107727 

161 El Nino -115.357550 56.565744 -68.755168 42.246504 93.142354 

162 El Nino -107.966590 54.373824 -79.355442 45.327091 98.589769 

163 El Nino -109.890369 51.542511 -58.174463 48.411821 80.273366 

164 El Nino -115.153025 55.655852 -57.264206 46.313351 84.199203 

165 El Nino -107.047324 53.054768 -88.428226 44.872555 106.65381 

166 El Nino -113.372526 55.414471 -54.598764 55.124999 75.54281 

167 El Nino -112.816323 58.240437 -70.903404 59.333241 78.628688 

168 El Nino -110.397240 54.422710 -81.121059 51.232838 88.963511 

169 El Nino -109.618500 51.397414 -106.172862 35.194299 164.179895 

170 El Nino -112.242132 58.687541 -86.034221 58.760096 83.929552 

171 El Nino -111.274000 55.056386 -72.664981 63.242109 65.530721 

172 El Nino -110.665556 57.514554 -76.028809 51.051280 91.58728 

173 El Nino -112.089903 54.088246 -74.222255 52.812817 82.701021 

174 El Nino -112.570688 52.213469 -76.569753 35.327505 102.041629 

175 El Nino -112.315810 60.116402 -66.525197 51.155349 89.421932 

176 El Nino -106.804281 56.458368 -64.291382 63.394513 68.200762 

177 El Nino -111.506317 53.776693 -78.983141 57.690467 74.374617 

178 El Nino -109.483871 53.201204 -78.016284 53.741598 81.262574 

179 El Nino -111.094476 55.005014 -66.926993 47.988086 87.665905 

180 El Nino -116.342322 56.231179 -78.043490 50.939241 88.312176 

181 El Nino -112.166268 55.720124 -59.136535 57.471662 74.746871 

182 El Nino -111.782228 53.979645 -57.804749 62.297354 64.871999 

183 El Nino -113.950481 55.914546 -85.210981 45.835500 99.849014 

184 El Nino -113.555665 51.979554 -85.449884 44.373641 96.862854 

185 El Nino -114.212799 52.732658 -73.495697 52.969300 79.487586 

186 El Nino -110.988741 52.483016 -63.881339 41.275872 90.222526 

187 El Nino -109.388498 52.105305 -90.773355 40.189241 113.768019 

188 El Nino -107.017269 57.604492 -69.348752 47.553413 94.125631 

189 El Nino -107.861676 58.778558 -62.024043 44.393761 93.630756 

190 El Nino -109.923224 56.968762 -50.674446 41.271246 88.163162 

191 El Nino -110.949944 56.016154 -56.363891 57.891130 74.262017 

192 El Nino -111.446689 61.902647 -87.198345 60.780063 87.521053 

193 El Nino -108.613327 52.778125 -83.950324 61.613943 60.146795 

194 El Nino -107.774165 52.426784 -50.744067 59.352747 66.484366 

195 El Nino -106.008089 51.221742 -67.440722 49.105427 83.465029 

196 El Nino -108.968250 53.161162 -77.976808 53.683722 81.400664 
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197 El Nino -117.274425 56.196028 -75.329771 74.211113 41.661364 

198 El Nino -106.547719 58.654552 -65.591586 48.558385 92.519574 

199 El Nino -112.045501 54.098067 -55.030431 44.946340 84.207066 

200 El Nino -114.482789 54.111192 -93.014282 36.570469 117.053004 

201 El Nino -110.797112 51.328317 -73.704336 46.255753 88.191756 

202 El Nino -112.337775 56.529896 -53.494279 42.971285 86.938097 

203 El Nino -115.073983 57.155449 -78.602770 53.661668 86.764527 

204 El Nino -109.871719 51.250923 -68.477424 53.357690 76.333127 

205 El Nino -114.593257 58.716691 -75.133332 66.489977 66.422628 

206 El Nino -113.064954 53.779599 -74.662805 55.251780 78.183115 

207 El Nino -114.800197 61.390774 -77.622344 61.139392 82.349778 

208 El Nino -111.417153 53.642703 -83.328819 46.960882 95.425699 

209 El Nino -112.338215 55.149406 -81.234746 62.947595 65.260865 

210 El Nino -115.703325 59.733947 -43.196662 56.829222 74.850382 

211 El Nino -108.046588 55.858909 -74.441205 50.640250 90.281728 

212 El Nino -108.786701 53.822925 -66.907372 63.958297 61.755939 

213 El Nino -107.893821 59.413631 -81.444242 64.112474 72.390966 

214 El Nino -109.634821 53.971408 -70.311847 40.435633 96.563107 

215 El Nino -111.393791 53.264343 -84.116612 45.980831 96.930111 

216 El Nino -110.929764 60.873344 -78.191560 63.568197 77.588306 

217 El Nino -107.902065 53.962661 -57.902825 51.757581 80.098802 

218 El Nino -110.878151 59.996334 -78.143108 60.279992 82.22375 

219 El Nino -117.692342 46.325381 -74.364091 52.301250 69.677294 

220 El Nino -111.910062 59.397088 -82.597536 49.600493 98.990542 

221 El Nino -110.852344 58.524037 -62.848165 51.180590 86.83164 

222 El Nino -109.208740 62.239281 -56.053464 59.442567 81.437495 

223 El Nino -111.928775 58.701844 -56.345363 61.163342 73.807944 

224 El Nino -107.273279 54.325904 -92.511679 77.796797 12.871624 

225 El Nino -112.166993 55.671574 -76.636168 58.246633 76.921654 

226 El Nino -117.172019 58.872769 -78.352336 58.668843 81.442214 

227 El Nino -117.304854 60.064509 -86.429212 49.114937 99.234161 

228 El Nino -108.024939 58.434883 -77.138667 45.410910 101.524212 

229 El Nino -122.905722 54.996403 -67.849900 41.136965 88.690478 

230 El Nino -109.529138 55.574830 -76.817490 48.358015 93.471276 

231 El Nino -107.676524 51.656142 -60.221818 46.920665 83.576175 

232 El Nino -106.224524 61.850245 -62.342938 39.259043 99.635809 

233 El Nino -111.756696 51.243448 -87.493561 36.169341 111.080361 

234 El Nino -116.498298 56.891828 -55.879756 41.086773 87.624197 

235 El Nino -116.282284 53.679128 -74.921382 65.170138 58.791098 

236 El Nino -110.276021 56.564772 -90.128004 59.401229 76.650605 

237 El Nino -107.962933 53.857948 -81.610844 48.979990 93.458059 
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238 El Nino -110.728739 59.319366 -83.777352 61.212502 79.657446 

239 El Nino -110.713870 53.891410 -82.338612 61.966409 63.837614 

240 El Nino -108.977101 55.833606 -51.619293 61.207882 68.975501 

241 El Nino -112.307557 58.736320 -68.878740 63.230895 72.86743 

242 El Nino -112.203487 58.841327 -83.895019 46.894961 102.333002 

243 El Nino -102.973554 50.658597 -84.943374 43.928009 104.322815 

244 El Nino -103.689248 51.284410 -89.291808 46.011136 105.168248 

245 El Nino -110.593823 51.096719 -68.419925 47.593654 84.05409 

246 El Nino -111.113785 52.248406 -70.422316 47.872778 85.819045 

247 El Nino -109.505418 56.714028 -76.589046 59.274160 77.372426 

248 El Nino -107.200952 56.882460 -87.487583 63.934958 61.977029 

249 El Nino -114.284626 62.221663 -79.321227 72.094018 59.73542 

250 El Nino -108.826746 55.525951 -67.395454 48.107244 89.346449 

251 El Nino -109.779396 51.800629 -63.586105 46.935553 84.215215 

252 El Nino -108.914133 50.817322 -51.650962 46.371474 79.593783 

253 El Nino -111.092662 53.721289 -50.587044 39.356532 86.523642 

254 El Nino -108.878132 51.284579 -61.367136 62.799649 59.637516 

255 El Nino -107.815242 58.849597 -58.947332 69.868773 59.762806 

256 El Nino -111.142755 56.396133 -66.118733 58.819671 75.679824 

257 El Nino -108.996948 51.216637 -56.522463 51.044310 76.642156 

258 El Nino -107.556875 58.890129 -55.545109 46.328201 89.443859 

259 El Nino -109.247083 53.397934 -64.655733 73.274004 39.794382 

260 El Nino -110.668803 51.199584 -59.734542 46.574396 82.116033 

261 El Nino -107.197465 54.954409 -22.859282 58.779143 63.390496 

262 El Nino -109.247062 54.358948 -47.375094 49.631636 78.671138 

263 El Nino -105.937338 51.244478 -74.761421 69.944811 38.269646 

264 El Nino -107.704872 52.759694 -64.206027 47.388676 85.934511 

265 El Nino -109.314045 49.652182 -80.847041 52.038172 77.735551 

266 El Nino -113.749756 61.757857 -74.669844 49.658300 95.420753 

267 El Nino -109.407842 57.537678 -67.409632 59.932037 76.450794 

268 El Nino -111.366181 56.239806 -73.701235 51.512776 87.857003 

269 El Nino -112.865886 52.785421 -51.099818 58.839476 66.79701 

270 El Nino -110.093509 59.719941 -78.252710 50.821660 96.256264 

271 El Nino -109.776186 52.615100 -82.285145 47.078659 93.894761 

272 El Nino -111.811872 57.301062 -61.309369 49.712511 85.891947 

273 El Nino -111.275950 56.239211 -80.393947 63.239272 67.174439 

274 El Nino -109.078489 59.166800 -85.447394 38.773472 115.601017 

275 El Nino -112.779161 57.209023 -56.282972 48.569778 84.424709 

276 El Nino -108.185353 51.988179 -86.028648 46.835682 96.795112 

277 El Nino -106.608379 51.170106 -90.055497 47.551208 97.667452 

278 El Nino -108.764868 57.071381 -73.080487 42.531355 99.664986 
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279 El Nino -109.281323 56.869768 -75.040835 58.711857 78.61756 

280 La Nina -112.426431 51.181896 -80.009103 54.614238 75.254734 

281 La Nina -109.961941 55.703547 -66.572745 40.145393 95.834747 

282 La Nina -107.273220 58.208803 -59.017561 51.090511 86.475573 

283 La Nina -111.470333 55.875429 -58.178995 50.531999 82.540161 

284 La Nina -114.608814 56.272705 -81.912306 48.661615 94.027228 

285 La Nina -108.143146 52.406966 -57.791716 55.802354 72.713052 

286 La Nina -114.365532 48.137018 -83.853698 39.300626 97.123621 

287 La Nina -115.591899 54.747746 -111.680285 57.009478 57.819796 

288 La Nina -117.330042 57.883841 -84.699408 52.444702 91.221281 

289 La Nina -116.282020 58.198083 -87.183594 34.815429 112.156814 

290 La Nina -116.723658 55.042911 -82.048382 56.235388 79.542804 

291 La Nina -112.230455 54.564911 -76.825405 48.382355 90.641317 

292 La Nina -110.627135 57.686279 -71.377121 46.487667 94.398773 

293 La Nina -114.303763 60.781384 -73.347255 48.535958 94.527955 

294 La Nina -113.028020 53.977828 -95.104688 34.968599 124.379705 

295 La Nina -112.293846 58.431359 -84.944331 58.838780 82.913617 

296 La Nina -114.783017 58.670798 -73.537782 50.398384 90.607316 

297 La Nina -116.505862 61.378125 -68.571913 66.264432 72.064443 

298 La Nina -116.699013 53.686507 -38.651545 51.112102 71.001137 

299 La Nina -115.412801 60.802585 -64.794821 53.164136 86.467984 

300 La Nina -114.000941 52.277243 -63.133793 50.972416 78.572068 

301 La Nina -112.579641 51.267916 -45.631116 49.939053 73.351153 

302 La Nina -111.466482 51.823619 -86.067611 39.024270 106.75756 

303 La Nina -112.579740 60.782188 -47.327407 58.572562 76.865428 

304 La Nina -109.305922 50.954090 -86.604985 40.534874 106.168304 

305 La Nina -110.597076 52.629788 -69.330667 56.155794 74.164193 

306 La Nina -105.942710 56.294889 -56.302936 50.039000 84.83799 

307 La Nina -113.091557 57.264386 -74.351990 56.161687 82.576177 

308 La Nina -111.213201 51.327719 -60.052803 47.617184 81.07321 

309 La Nina -126.739788 48.838263 -82.545160 48.817800 78.623799 

310 La Nina -112.370134 52.295694 -79.479468 48.040054 88.960698 

311 La Nina -115.767339 61.145709 -72.715434 52.243826 90.670953 

312 La Nina -110.859208 54.995211 -63.945029 49.302871 85.152141 

313 La Nina -109.770773 53.110796 -86.452354 43.468255 104.072702 

314 La Nina -114.733861 56.107934 -99.260721 44.299493 118.128247 

315 La Nina -131.450782 56.219597 -68.809327 43.664775 84.648759 

316 La Nina -109.576884 55.437072 -46.142900 53.980074 75.325722 

317 La Nina -112.829051 55.024449 -81.199526 68.157695 51.306425 

318 La Nina -131.168141 63.788252 -71.531240 50.189188 87.743431 

319 La Nina -112.429198 55.344001 -84.079563 52.258269 89.253561 
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320 La Nina -108.800708 50.796639 -70.505739 62.733244 57.745672 

321 La Nina -108.564760 55.444014 -70.902758 61.192706 70.578774 

322 La Nina -110.506887 51.248461 -81.109489 50.409729 84.343879 

323 La Nina -110.793766 52.423134 -62.734649 46.193309 85.001889 

324 La Nina -111.664085 55.163662 -74.963060 45.578763 94.091896 

325 La Nina -112.295785 63.886237 -63.708226 43.734275 95.776466 

326 La Nina -109.509467 53.552609 -75.190366 63.654413 60.560281 

327 La Nina -111.189048 53.796756 -63.463512 40.518371 91.709471 

328 La Nina -109.196330 54.605466 -95.547857 62.253440 52.826928 

329 La Nina -111.590009 56.867213 -89.955207 61.262691 72.053673 

330 La Nina -111.023608 54.953085 -67.069980 42.378396 93.073405 

331 La Nina -109.101160 58.338045 -69.982571 68.167718 61.590312 

332 La Nina -114.577184 58.573480 -65.649948 42.608078 93.186001 

333 La Nina -112.949187 55.260466 -53.738589 48.609177 81.446557 

334 La Nina -112.761216 53.827632 -51.366077 61.679338 64.494668 

335 La Nina -110.635048 59.082882 -71.341242 48.668790 93.68672 

336 La Nina -111.978342 54.614826 -56.794289 50.726956 80.258664 

337 La Nina -110.340375 53.700308 -70.468117 58.754989 71.723165 

338 La Nina -109.387882 53.643689 -58.592710 51.525680 79.70172 

339 La Nina -113.526934 58.340426 -68.132626 56.308331 82.029759 

340 La Nina -112.812337 53.847877 -83.764507 52.182002 86.222544 

341 La Nina -113.570667 52.527654 -62.255844 43.802773 86.071547 

342 La Nina -110.890038 51.010292 -77.898971 47.822053 87.169783 

343 La Nina -112.108667 53.522512 -71.747575 33.764226 101.149818 

344 La Nina -111.297703 52.580325 -90.090465 58.613787 66.75394 

345 La Nina -111.959614 57.305943 -90.447775 56.313680 87.682784 

346 La Nina -112.714953 52.723022 -81.384335 54.057057 79.706022 

347 La Nina -115.481004 57.529521 -74.189601 54.442079 84.5404 

348 La Nina -115.565807 57.787179 -70.618640 50.767086 87.647853 

349 La Nina -113.208669 51.789515 -63.651527 43.470759 86.402604 

350 La Nina -112.947983 53.408803 -62.625997 43.476189 87.638822 

351 La Nina -108.780902 54.504438 -86.558545 48.490977 98.512147 

352 La Nina -112.505568 51.639205 -60.195185 51.292817 76.940578 

353 La Nina -113.736749 51.295747 -69.390499 49.928440 80.564956 

354 La Nina -114.379528 53.398621 -57.415089 42.033223 85.904145 

355 La Nina -111.398840 56.375909 -87.831552 48.860162 100.147555 

356 La Nina -113.986795 53.573091 -72.207266 48.328978 86.554265 

357 La Nina -110.992292 53.875766 -58.026356 46.371674 84.404203 

358 La Nina -121.933383 56.211635 -60.849055 50.751294 79.925314 

359 La Nina -109.924648 51.041982 -52.720470 41.594513 84.113183 

360 La Nina -113.350054 53.738893 -57.812247 58.573010 69.816583 
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361 La Nina -113.021566 51.298777 -61.290653 53.748604 73.578859 

362 La Nina -116.127386 53.717528 -83.379655 39.779016 101.439741 

363 La Nina -113.387790 61.158439 -57.303549 39.632394 92.946158 

364 La Nina -110.756435 58.713885 -68.408236 58.529917 80.496573 

365 La Nina -114.604375 54.393728 -59.718565 56.994075 73.007159 

366 La Nina -117.564530 55.572743 -81.496539 39.031225 101.296044 

367 La Nina -116.731372 56.094541 -67.277430 56.304090 77.678779 

368 La Nina -114.194270 53.711807 -79.793366 58.702463 72.078835 

369 La Nina -117.626153 58.716400 -74.139856 63.146051 72.972788 

370 La Nina -114.364638 56.090682 -80.871584 47.669305 94.589754 

371 La Nina -115.063211 53.531391 -98.639989 41.158251 117.883945 

372 La Nina -111.988620 54.713989 -81.871414 57.724500 76.487417 

373 La Nina -109.935303 51.452267 -64.152957 47.874007 82.854313 

374 La Nina -118.724982 60.978979 -79.037031 48.634791 95.280144 

375 La Nina -110.812625 59.088847 -88.858544 45.378207 110.705012 

376 La Nina -122.222700 58.655332 -57.961543 42.665450 86.383926 

377 La Nina -114.340447 55.350987 -53.635405 58.803708 70.69884 

378 La Nina -122.708297 54.506458 -76.346171 48.681177 85.453991 

379 La Nina -116.133818 59.109394 -73.590299 58.440374 81.199613 

380 La Nina -101.257356 51.353069 -78.062964 67.204683 39.373026 

381 La Nina -115.191177 56.605544 -61.532789 50.574061 83.169174 

382 La Nina -115.173182 57.811964 -77.222388 59.387694 78.57919 

383 La Nina -112.253521 56.180552 -60.404022 61.733643 69.705231 

384 La Nina -110.506696 52.564852 -79.612532 64.747685 54.267898 

385 La Nina -114.768877 57.625994 -76.927351 48.664261 92.894811 

386 La Nina -117.282682 56.509875 -92.521936 64.160649 63.269396 

387 La Nina -115.870265 55.400428 -53.695684 56.649445 72.890521 

388 La Nina -109.885465 54.370629 -83.025833 61.294815 66.398853 

389 La Nina -113.892431 53.475050 -57.255216 47.597494 81.464752 

390 La Nina -113.044634 53.754354 -73.376788 55.160783 78.023657 

391 La Nina -111.228791 53.831722 -85.646427 47.550992 96.45536 

392 La Nina -114.923963 57.531876 -61.168898 73.767422 48.143922 

393 La Nina -110.238321 54.324211 -85.226782 47.399613 97.991924 

394 La Nina -112.101896 52.718182 -87.027335 41.229734 105.165793 

395 La Nina -114.221039 56.292182 -81.275489 58.229870 78.565785 

396 La Nina -110.438683 53.869922 -73.205944 66.832696 54.378165 

397 La Nina -109.721187 51.478760 -79.877625 54.500059 76.302493 

398 La Nina -107.261526 58.461197 -68.846321 39.880277 100.973019 

399 La Nina -112.576349 54.283265 -91.219173 43.383874 108.131112 

400 Warm -110.742616 53.298762 -47.384136 52.993973 73.804379 

401 Warm -107.478476 50.723510 -80.922739 62.152379 54.370225 
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402 Warm -107.977939 58.894229 -57.373957 63.620074 71.563086 

403 Warm -113.852218 53.612718 -79.411481 55.343686 78.468448 

404 Warm -111.451398 53.408885 -105.898728 69.066352 12.066298 

405 Warm -113.912348 56.066815 -132.499606 77.165675 341.066123 

406 Warm -115.179754 59.801650 -55.940909 42.366860 89.414207 

407 Warm -106.351878 51.363586 -78.171658 46.047968 93.078489 

408 Warm -112.543372 52.432104 -60.316251 48.509010 81.034068 

409 Warm -113.683396 54.130393 -41.879294 45.258399 78.175194 

410 Warm -111.330687 61.238176 -89.231895 72.858500 46.271103 

411 Warm -114.679517 55.795696 -58.172203 43.111973 87.273181 

412 Warm -109.979587 52.795501 -36.295370 52.847892 70.06775 

413 Warm -111.352361 56.369378 -63.013539 51.435620 84.003264 

414 Warm -111.552715 61.178056 -76.628545 48.447189 98.345425 

415 Warm -112.090087 60.937007 -53.176721 62.449310 74.758772 

416 Warm -110.678888 60.835655 -94.145043 48.758617 115.712729 

417 Warm -106.366648 51.430606 -81.284523 47.565672 92.190584 

418 Warm -111.007580 55.989989 -77.776074 62.302642 69.190887 

419 Warm -114.121183 57.153990 -83.273546 62.143845 72.109483 

420 Warm -110.483709 51.973340 -81.573709 48.775610 88.997704 

421 Warm -110.763477 56.501078 -102.893937 63.795823 40.022625 

422 Warm -111.408006 52.109150 -79.255685 54.082444 78.265765 

423 Warm -109.883436 57.161060 -71.919435 58.887991 78.229466 

424 Warm -113.920861 56.241939 -58.618503 41.003609 89.589185 

425 Warm -110.661700 53.764064 -75.676305 46.396298 92.354197 

426 Warm -110.531515 53.501342 -51.259349 43.732096 83.713887 

427 Warm -113.809259 54.278096 -76.092052 52.774692 83.110701 

428 Warm -111.548888 61.043798 -81.716039 43.812991 105.983179 

429 Warm -111.440718 56.178639 -66.636935 50.665093 85.925806 

430 Warm -109.702913 59.480109 -69.829396 59.009748 81.67917 

431 Warm -107.502309 53.955864 -62.345544 51.102628 82.455254 

432 Warm -109.717247 59.615485 -72.109874 55.484057 87.515806 

433 Warm -108.740381 58.748595 -67.253185 75.179360 44.030684 

434 Warm -113.355017 57.905428 -82.297950 48.784819 96.982936 

435 Warm -111.982598 52.636465 -78.168107 61.982956 62.345087 

436 Warm -108.632419 50.295643 -64.257649 41.987691 88.660025 

437 Warm -109.310968 57.668708 -59.488485 41.778168 92.673888 

438 Warm -111.720067 60.915491 -66.202008 73.689691 54.439205 

439 Warm -121.683307 58.890677 -75.091948 70.608695 57.95962 

440 Warm -111.829101 55.922450 -40.164391 62.488682 64.27061 

441 Warm -111.632902 58.817613 -73.167051 56.364275 84.832774 

442 Warm -115.039567 53.456030 -48.945630 59.690226 65.673667 
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443 Warm -111.178445 58.996499 -91.060210 48.157335 108.967589 

444 Warm -112.922329 58.552072 -80.861540 40.408161 105.310546 

445 Warm -115.630572 60.648934 -75.678712 58.859732 83.756978 

446 Warm -114.938513 58.715554 -92.023057 45.179894 109.426808 

447 Warm -108.658628 57.754575 -68.925129 42.027796 98.035324 

448 Warm -115.100274 54.002455 -77.112393 45.049488 92.651527 

449 Warm -106.360134 51.358273 -81.475779 45.224722 96.687926 

450 Warm -110.620922 55.751761 -62.821841 48.456648 86.50459 

451 Warm -111.892330 50.394307 -81.386502 51.334622 80.506458 

452 Warm -107.615352 61.051859 -58.908624 43.734215 94.195161 

453 Warm -107.470487 58.231058 -63.073999 59.184349 78.285226 

454 Warm -112.239969 52.865703 -84.234750 53.064709 82.723869 

455 Warm -106.527622 51.277752 -63.416074 51.213872 79.152844 

456 Warm -111.045043 53.884062 -59.596602 57.749425 71.990917 

457 Warm -110.870136 59.079271 -60.010274 53.055995 84.615608 

458 Warm -109.429281 53.551963 -57.677531 52.990959 77.593474 

459 Warm -108.464551 57.672330 -78.712550 56.533489 85.348805 

460 Warm -109.384355 61.931853 -69.016177 49.426081 95.086011 

461 Warm -108.385852 51.384587 -61.995497 50.401526 79.450076 

462 Warm -110.476912 61.786490 -72.208546 43.165001 100.723013 

463 Warm -110.250137 52.232036 -43.330829 43.824971 79.473165 

464 Warm -114.659542 55.049846 -68.450131 46.589894 88.233151 

465 Warm -113.976865 57.133894 -70.467508 45.551160 92.505409 

466 Warm -112.296165 54.163622 -68.738524 39.182219 95.327335 

467 Warm -108.219805 58.423163 -71.484260 67.042213 64.139476 

468 Warm -112.343824 57.790826 -68.155965 46.459007 91.988117 

469 Warm -114.053342 54.023594 -96.045989 37.403648 121.323324 

470 Warm -111.343779 54.641650 -66.725304 46.751404 88.340025 

471 Warm -117.115647 57.469260 -78.654951 61.242670 74.535407 

472 Warm -115.119530 51.216206 -58.772951 46.051768 80.655043 

473 Warm -111.356372 51.307190 -101.522382 41.880888 127.344443 

474 Warm -112.664551 55.104703 -58.523169 50.979922 80.930018 

475 Warm -111.690933 51.233929 -74.826660 41.198873 94.492904 

476 Warm -110.668262 53.555510 -68.286170 50.646107 83.433738 

477 Warm -110.845046 53.909966 -62.084540 40.554767 91.255453 

478 Warm -108.869389 55.299883 -76.403527 47.835367 93.930719 

479 Warm -108.124277 56.979078 -58.666870 59.235710 75.104884 

480 Warm -109.015043 58.814756 -67.920886 53.207770 87.836782 

481 Warm -109.008744 59.499858 -78.176423 49.542781 98.143762 

482 Warm -115.764467 57.768809 -71.218482 49.901848 88.651989 

483 Warm -115.413402 60.394648 -61.737915 51.338562 86.386572 
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484 Warm -109.085198 57.162955 -69.531830 47.744029 92.468758 

485 Warm -110.640098 60.637441 -59.071526 73.738620 54.493828 

486 Warm -108.532092 53.746621 -68.195414 48.176386 87.564242 

487 Warm -108.218646 56.548984 -66.433889 47.179172 91.274925 

488 Warm -110.887384 59.692597 -74.739847 41.223740 102.289543 

489 Warm -111.066198 58.996616 -95.140404 50.801048 109.87812 

490 Warm -111.455090 51.305522 -61.818062 55.696367 71.342374 

491 Warm -115.357905 57.605564 -56.070912 46.209903 85.426481 

492 Warm -111.764887 58.142576 -60.968856 57.165465 79.145023 

493 Warm -111.192453 53.897860 -92.484981 49.675622 97.432832 

494 Warm -112.261027 57.858289 -76.503115 46.172522 96.881937 

495 Warm -109.975653 56.696189 -58.136042 52.727121 81.827838 

496 Warm -128.583387 63.755700 -80.148216 66.097350 76.605385 

497 Warm -113.468557 57.032871 -60.609267 42.758932 90.106193 

498 Warm -105.891722 52.071176 -81.939056 48.492804 92.26395 

499 Warm -113.932255 53.535780 -99.474315 40.956422 122.031358 

500 Warm -108.832315 61.216575 -74.768113 68.837936 66.000282 

501 Warm -109.566096 60.945710 -47.295367 73.569023 55.756484 

502 Warm -108.198492 54.224063 -85.010176 43.411835 105.953001 

503 Warm -110.638498 56.246995 -91.609870 60.201218 72.568136 

504 Warm -109.625958 58.567058 -67.758475 42.581762 96.938001 

505 Warm -114.523799 53.756470 -70.737070 47.599267 86.787688 

506 Warm -111.095368 58.574740 -84.417530 44.464200 106.223449 

507 Warm -109.320226 57.496418 -63.265092 47.700794 89.753468 

508 Warm -113.515339 56.661228 -89.511751 37.796251 114.46024 

509 Warm -113.062469 58.065491 -48.352464 58.830863 73.303919 

510 Warm -116.097393 59.055959 -63.246141 46.605834 89.020114 

511 Warm -112.548186 62.126324 -82.227833 64.524579 78.571167 

512 Warm -111.103883 56.211625 -69.343583 56.212791 79.982587 

513 Warm -109.793419 55.029250 -79.854874 61.258651 68.944927 

514 Warm -104.893914 50.306078 -83.280086 66.044373 38.598569 

515 Warm -110.843770 56.054554 -54.917514 51.074884 81.28723 

516 Warm -111.742864 56.209837 -68.250472 46.254449 90.991395 

517 Warm -113.676646 53.644179 -61.652837 58.668871 70.193938 

518 Warm -113.409924 61.117044 -74.509221 62.267673 79.645898 

519 Warm -109.723324 58.736278 -62.561122 60.679233 76.346605 

520 Warm -108.550100 50.399441 -63.784277 51.039271 77.656205 

521 Warm -112.304438 53.913013 -100.505070 35.703853 136.637674 

522 Warm -109.264417 50.345514 -88.927635 48.536755 89.955495 

523 Warm -110.711401 55.304194 -72.907340 61.263491 70.146235 

524 Warm -117.050380 58.135518 -73.992726 61.563656 74.664807 
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525 Warm -112.450966 61.221325 -59.372190 47.792491 89.833974 

526 Warm -109.332088 60.279888 -71.790478 59.911539 82.251813 

527 Warm -109.314341 55.070956 -47.359653 55.961560 73.281057 

528 Warm -111.728187 53.756326 -80.302327 63.537800 60.456036 

529 Warm -108.635589 55.997627 -69.921994 52.683962 85.545895 

530 Warm -113.323334 53.048553 -48.660584 46.218515 79.217619 

531 Warm -112.753408 53.795020 -65.528670 43.896029 89.035043 

532 Warm -112.409405 57.781949 -71.511936 66.905498 63.542713 

533 Warm -116.061927 60.477851 -74.587756 48.337688 94.16335 

534 Warm -112.096854 54.424966 -57.145672 43.832295 86.251475 

535 Warm -109.054503 57.114503 -76.474378 48.346531 95.584372 

536 Warm -110.642337 61.742954 -67.180789 65.823830 74.041077 

537 Warm -112.142616 55.094876 -66.189048 43.798017 90.954601 

538 Warm -112.243400 58.509613 -58.569276 60.694971 74.559262 

539 Warm -109.975595 60.641198 -69.738382 47.768208 95.415559 

540 Warm -110.422481 50.619303 -87.683038 41.544510 103.875357 

541 Warm -113.278487 55.505963 -70.830221 53.566482 82.380317 

542 Warm -110.345105 53.100548 -81.543715 43.976251 98.58946 

543 Warm -119.625266 53.990849 -78.616441 50.464139 84.764705 

544 Warm -115.848516 57.714534 -80.786917 56.316443 84.179123 

545 Warm -113.851149 55.014774 -48.122907 64.279791 61.743259 

546 Warm -111.231305 59.890856 -76.981994 47.087946 98.875587 

547 Warm -117.193207 58.395462 -57.158036 52.147583 81.412694 

548 Warm -113.686364 55.902996 -70.036988 47.724746 89.16814 

549 Warm -109.351392 56.677278 -53.078034 50.099249 82.707576 

550 Warm -112.156358 55.302182 -67.881106 61.360861 69.678929 

551 Warm -110.096847 54.822258 -74.355460 50.227973 88.360161 

552 Warm -116.982946 62.454733 -68.649991 54.290228 88.076518 

553 Warm -107.900879 54.662638 -74.542536 59.490878 72.462377 

554 Warm -115.264791 56.388856 -96.992589 38.438207 121.809121 
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APPENDIX 3: AVERAGE TEMPERATURE DEVIATION AND MEI RESULTS  

Analogue Year Temperature Average MEI 

Cold 1952-1953 -0.021116667 34.75 

Cold 1953-1954 -0.18265 37 

Cold 1956-1957 -0.385683333 17 

Cold 1959-1960 -0.126866667 29.25 

Cold 1964-1965 -0.218733333 19 

Cold 1966-1967 -0.219816667 26.25 

Cold 1968-1969 -0.482933333 46.75 

Cold 1971-1972 -0.168283333 16.25 

Cold 1976-1977 -0.1985 43 

Cold 1984-1985 -0.142133333 21.75 

Cold Average -0.214671667 29.1 

El Nino 1957-1958 0.3328 58.75 

El Nino 1965-1966 -0.049683333 60 

El Nino 1972-1973 0.26745 61.75 

El Nino 1982-1983 0.461066667 64.25 

El Nino 1986-1987 0.2855 56.5 

El Nino 1987-1988 0.476383333 55.5 

El Nino 1991-1992 0.617816667 61 

El Nino 1994-1995 0.879083333 57.25 

El Nino 1997-1998 0.905666667 63.75 

El Nino 2009-2010 0.932433333 56.5 

El Nino Average 0.510851667 59.525 

La Nina 1950-51 -0.553266667 9.5 

La Nina 1955-56 -0.370033333 3.5 

La Nina 1970-71 -0.150216667 6.75 

La Nina 1973-74 -0.152033333 1.75 

La Nina 1975-76 -0.143816667 3.25 

La Nina 1988-89 0.525633333 5.75 

La Nina 1998-99 0.857033333 9.5 

La Nina 1999-00 0.878533333 9 

La Nina 2007-08 0.943516667 8.75 

La Nina 2010-11 0.891533333 2.75 

La Nina Average 0.272688333 6.05 
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Warm 1980-1981 0.661933333 35.625 

Warm 1989-1990 0.66325 39 

Warm 1990-1991 0.613016667 40.75 

Warm 2001-2002 1.181 32.25 

Warm 2003-2004 1.1234 41 

Warm 2004-2005 0.953966667 46.75 

Warm 2005-2006 1.0739 23.5 

Warm 2006-2007 1.249666667 53.25 

Warm 2008-2009 1.036383333 16.5 

Warm 2011-2012 0.735516667 14.5 

Warm Average 0.929203333 34.3125 
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APPENDIX 4: ANALOGUE-BASED BOX-AND-WHISKER PLOTS 

 
 Figure 59: Box-and-Whisker Plot of Starting Latitude at t=0. 

 

 
 Figure 60: Box-and-Whisker Plot of Starting Longitude at t=0. 
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 Figure 61: Box-and-Whisker Plot of Trajectory Azimuths from t=0 to t=60. 

 

 
 Figure 62: Box-and-Whisker Plot of MSLP at t=12. 
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 Figure 63. Box-and-Whisker Plot of Upper-Level Wind Magnitudes at t=0.  

 

 
 Figure 64. Box-and-Whisker Plot of Upper-Level Wind Azimuths at t=0. 
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 Figure 65. Box-and-Whisker Plot of MSLP Gradients at t=24. 


